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114 Tasty Notes Tasty Notes Presents: Tea & Coffee Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Every morning and evening the Tasty Notes lounge will be serving stimulating beverages to wake you up or keep the night going! We have 
various bagged teas, a selection of gong fu cha from West China Tea, and Vietnamese Iced Coffee (mornings only).

220 Scavenger Ravagers Scavenger Hunt Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

All dressed up and no where to go?  Visit some of key camps, participate in fun events and have a good time! 1. Pick up your scavenger 
hunt list from the Scavenger Ravager camp anytime.  
2. Have a good time.  
3. Bring your list back, and show us what you completed to win a prize (before 1500 on Sunday, so get to it!)

514 Jammie Camp The Nameless Nitro Emporium Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Nameless is bringing a bunch of nitrogen infused beverages come by and try nitro coffee, tea, or juice. It's happening when I feel like it til 
it's out or I don't feel like it anymore

514 Jammie Camp Sometimes, Maybe- Cocktail Lounge Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Sometimes a bar, sometimes not- always a place for Flowies and Chillies.  We open when we feel, serve what we want, have good music 
and a lot of fun. Come check out the "Chillies" part of "Flowies and Chillies”.

104 Cowboys & Hippies Get Tea-Bagged! By: The Punnery Thursday — Monday All the Time!

Steeped in humor, come get teased! I'll have an assortment of teas to choose from, including caffeine-free, with hot water, honey, and 
various sugars at Wally's Cowboys and Hippies. 

210 Temple of the 
Burning ?

Temple of the Burning ? calls to you! Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

You know you have a burning ? you want answered…  The Steaming Pot is morphing this year into the Temple of the Burning Question. 
Stop by and write down the questions you Have to Have answered this year. The scroll will be sent to the universe on burn night to make 
sure you get your questions answered! Come see us for snacks and goodies too!
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236 The Trailer Park Bois Shania Twain Power Hour Thursday — Monday All the Time!

ANY hour can be a Shania Twain Power Hour with the Trailer Park Bois. Come over and request your favorite 90s country hit! Want to hear 
Shania at 3am Saturday morning? 1pm on Friday? Sunday at 7:34pm? Me too!!!

239
Squeak Squeak 

Squeakin' 
Squeak Thursday — Monday All the Time!

Barely squeaked by?  —  Need to squeak it out?  —  Follow the squeaks and enter an immersive world of sound.  —  Squeaks to go 
available upon request

600 Love Shack
Massages for All --- All Day Every Day --- 

BYOM (Bring your Own Masseuse)
Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Massages Tables will be open 24/7 at the Love Shack Tent

110 Trippy Truffles Trippy Truffle Gallery Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Come trip with us in whatever state you are in…. gallery of optical and tactile hallucinations for your sensory pleasures.

205 Plant Camp Espresso Bar Thursday — Sunday 900 — 1100

Caffeine all the way! Our espresso bar will be working daily from 9-11

Umm…It’s Hidden The Heist:  The Break In Thursday 1000 — 600

Break in, get loot.  Get ready to Heist again!  We have  many new adventures for Flipside 2024.  We've hidden a briefcase somewhere in 
Pyropolis.  If you can find the briefcase, grab some loot, which may include chances to play at the Illegal Ca$ino on Sunday.  — Rainbow 
the art car's human crew

114 Tasty Notes Tasty Notes Presents: Spring Roll Station Thursday — Friday 1600 —  2000

Make your own fresh veggie spring rolls! Learn to make your own fresh spring rolls. All veggie fillings, gluten-free, and stupid good peanut 
sauce for dipping. 
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112 Open Kimono camp Pick a Kimono! Thursday — Saturday 1700 — ?

Turn up your burner style with a Kimono! We've curated a wide variety of "kimonos" for you to pick from in tons of colors, sizes and 
styles.  Touch it, feel it, try it on.  If one speaks to you, it's yours! The collection is 100% thrifted, recycled or up-cycled by our camp 
members. Please only take one kimono because damn, we don't have that many…..

203 Cordial Plant Camp Cordial Happy Hour Thursday 1900 — 2100

Sip on kindness and nature's bounty as we blend homemade cordials with spirits to craft tasty cocktails and mocktails! Indulge in an 
evening of delightful libations and camaraderie at our Cordial Happy Hour! Join us as we infuse polite society with the delights of nature 
in a burn welcome celebration that promises a journey through our garden of delight. 

The Plantiffs of Cordial Plant Camp will be showcasing our signature, homemade cordials with spirits to craft an array of signature 
cocktails & mocktails. The cordials, made with love, will enchant with flavors of fresh botanicals, herbs, and fruits you're sure to enjoy! 
Join us!      

509 The Graveyard Nacho Bar!! Thursday 1900 — ?

518 Christmas Town!!! Christmas Specials and Cartoons!!! Thursday — Sunday 2030 — 700

We will have Christmas Specials and Cartoons playing from Dusk till Dawn every night of the burn at Christmas Town!! Come hang out in 
our lounge and enjoy some Christmas classics and some obscure and weird cartoons with friends.

514
Jammie Camp

“Include Our Asses: Or How Not To Be a 
Dick to People With Disabilities”

Thursday
2030 — 2000

Twurk, the Lieutenant for Flipside’s new Mobility team, will familiarize you with how best to not be a dick to people with disabilities with 
opportunities for questions during and after the event.
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514 Jammie Camp Fire Circle Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Fire Circle for all levels of performer.  All are welcome to join- if you intend on burning, you need to plan on being safety for another 
performer. The "Flowies" component of our "flowies and chillies" Check in with a host to see how you can join in!

223 Circle of Fire Fire Jam @Circle of Fire Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Let's play with fire! Nightly fire jam.

509 The Graveyard VHS Movies! Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

117 The Dhaba Dhaba Tacos Thursday 2100 — 2300

Interactive food art! Come learn the art of naan making and then eat your creation in the form of an Indian Taco.  A Dhaba is a roadside 
stand in India. Initially, they served mostly weary travelers on the cheap. Here we recreate this unique Indian truck stop culinary 
experience, rats and all.  But wait there is more…..we are the cheapest dhaba in existence, but in order to keep our low low prices ($0), 
and save on labor, you must make your own food. Don’t worry, we will teach you (also for free)! So remember, wash your hands you dirty 
hippies, and get to work rolling your own delicious naan. Indian Taco options are coconut chicken curry and coconut lentils with coconut 
cilantro chutney.

232 Tiniest Theme Camp 
in Texas

Neighborhood Adult Library Print Media 
Swap

Thursday — Sunday
2100 — ?

The Tiniest Neighborhood Adult Library asks: Do you have an adult magazine that you want to give a second life to? A propaganda 
pamphlet to share with the world? A spicy book to gift to a new reader? Tiniest Adult Library in Flipside will love to help! Find the 
neighborhood adult library at The Tiniest Theme Camp in Texas!  Do you want something new to read or gaze at while out on the Pecan 
Playa? Come by the Tiniest Adult Library and see what your community has for you!!  Open Thursday at 9pm - Sunday after the Burn

501 Lava Lounge Lava Lounge - Thursday Tremors Thursday 2100 — ?

All the boom, blink, and boosh you can handle!  Lava Lounge, the camp that brings you that boom-boom, blinky-blinky, booty shaky-
shaky, will start the weekend Thursday night. Practice those dance moves for Friday's White Party. Killer DJs and dance floor for your 
boogie. Ice cold water, mocktails, and cocktails to slake your thirst. Occasional eruptions to keep you on your toes. Lounge and cuddle 
puddles for chilling.
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116 Yayborhood DJ GlitterCock's Rainbow Sparkle Party Thursday 2100 — 2359

Come find the biggest cock of gold…Dust off your sparkliest rainbow outfits and come find the biggest cock of gold on playa at the 
Yayborhood Thursday night! Rainbow Rim Job dranks will be provided. 

116 Yayborhood Sensual S'more Scenario Thursday 2200 — 2359

To stay in touch with one's inner child is to drink from the fountain of youth. What better way to stoke the flame of friendship with little 
you than by enjoying the campfire classic? Stop by The Yayborhood to toast your own mallow and build a sensual s'more with a buffet of 
toppings. Vegan and GF options available.

600 Love Shack Full Moon Drum Circle Thursday 2359 —  ?

Thursday, as the full moon illuminates our magical gathering, join a rhythmic celebration like no other! Get ready to drum, howl, chant, 
and dance your heart out as we unleash our primal energy.  Feel the pulse of the Burn, connect with the rhythm of the universe, and let 
your spirit run wild.  See you at midnight! Let's make the trees come alive with our collective heartbeat. 
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518 Christmas Town!!! Free Snack Table Friday — Sunday All the Time!

Fruits, cookie, granola bars, and miscellaneous snacks available at Christmas Town!!! We will have a snack table set out each day, with a variety 
of grab and go snacks available throughout the burn.

114 Tasty Notes Tasty Notes Presents: Tea & Coffee Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Every morning and evening the Tasty Notes lounge will be serving stimulating beverages to wake you up or keep the night going! We have 
various bagged teas, a selection of gong fu cha from West China Tea, and Vietnamese Iced Coffee (mornings only).

220 Scavenger Ravagers Scavenger Hunt Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

All dressed up and no where to go?  Visit some of key camps, participate in fun events and have a good time! 1. Pick up your scavenger hunt list 
from the Scavenger Ravager camp anytime.  
2. Have a good time.  
3. Bring your list back, and show us what you completed to win a prize (before 1500 on Sunday, so get to it!)

104 Cowboys & Hippies Get Tea-Bagged! By: The Punnery Thursday — Monday All the Time!

Steeped in humor, come get teased!  I'll have an assortment of teas to choose from, including caffeine-free, with hot water, honey, and various 
sugars at Wally's Cowboys and Hippies. 

210 Temple of the Burning ? Temple of the Burning ? calls to you! Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

You know you have a burning ? you want answered...The Steaming Pot is morphing this year into the Temple of the Burning Question. Stop by 
and write down the questions you Have to Have answered this year. The scroll will be sent to the universe on burn night to make sure you get 
your questions answered! Come see us for snacks and goodies too!

111 FaceLazers Bad Advice Booth Friday — Sunday All the Time!

Bring us your burning existential quandaries. We will gladly point you in the wrong direction. Ask us anything! If no one is there, feel free to sit 
down and deliver bad advice to your heart’s content.
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232 Tiniest Theme Camp in Texas Neighborhood Adult Library Print Media Swap Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Do you have an adult magazine that you want to give a second life to? A propaganda pamphlet to share with the world? A spicy book to gift to a 
new reader? Tiniest Adult Library in Flipside will love to help! Find the neighborhood adult library at The Tiniest Theme Camp in Texas!  

Do you want something new to read or gaze at while out on the Pecan Playa? Come by the Tiniest Adult Library and see what your community 
has for you!! 

Open Thursday at 9pm - Sunday after the Burn

∞ Badlands Spiral Inn Friday — Sunday All the Time!

A self guided cosmic safari: Wander the badlands to find the Spiral Inn. Tumble into a wormhole of wonder and whimsy. Peel back the fabric of 
spacetime as you embark on a cosmic safari. A journey for explorers of all ages.  

236 The Trailer Park Bois Shania Twain Power Hour Thursday — Monday All the Time!

ANY hour can be a  Twain Power Hour with the Trailer Park Bois. Come over and request your favorite 90s country hit! Want to hear Shania at 
3am Saturday morning? 1pm on Friday? Sunday at 7:34pm? Me too!!!

239 Squeak Squeak Squeakin' Squeak Thursday — Monday All the Time!

Barely squeaked by?  —  Need to squeak it out?  —  Follow the squeaks and enter an immersive world of sound.  —  Squeaks to go available 
upon request

600 Love Shack
Massages for All --- All Day Every Day --- BYOM 

(Bring your Own Masseuse)
Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Massages Tables will be open 24/7 at the Love Shack Tent

110 Trippy Truffles Trippy Truffle Gallery Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Come trip with us in whatever state you are in…A gallery of optical and tactile hallucinations for your sensory pleasures 
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116 Yayborhood Yay! Apothecary Friday — Saturday Some Time

Welcome to the Yay Apothecary! Where the scent of herbs and oils welcome you as soon as you step inside. Leave your shoes at the door. Take a 
seat. Have a drink and relax in the shade. Whether you're seeking relief from a specific ailment, maybe in need of an ear or simply looking to 

enhance your overall well-being, the apothecary has something that may help. Hours will vary day or night. We invite you in. 

514 Jammie Camp The Nameless Nitro Emporium Thursday — Sunday Some Time

Nameless is bringing a bunch of nitrogen infused beverages come by and try nitro coffee, tea, or juice. It's happening when I feel like it til it's out 
or I don't feel like it anymore

514 Jammie Camp Sometimes, Maybe- Cocktail Lounge Thursday — Sunday Some Time

Sometimes a bar, sometimes not- always a place for Flowies and Chillies. We open when we feel, serve what we want, have good music and a 
lot of fun. Come check out the "Chillies" part of "Flowies and Chillies"

The Badlands Illegal Ca$ino The Heist:  Casey's Big Adventure Friday 100 — 300

Take Casey on an adventure! Our crew met Casey at Flipside 2023, and we want them to have an awesome time at Flipside 2024.  Help Casey 
get dressed, go on an adventure, bring them back safely, and get some loot in addition to your fun memories with Casey.  Please note that while 
Casey loves adventure, Casey does not consent to sexual activity. Find us at the edge of the badlands by the big ass pecan tree.

117 The Dhaba Early Indian Breakfast Friday 700 — 900

Are you still awake or are you the first one up? Either way I bet you could use some food. Stop by for a traditional Indian Breakfast of Poha, Eggs 
and chai. This is an interactive food event, wash your hands and cook yourself an egg or two.  Poha is a rice dish with vegetables and Indian 
spices that goes great with eggs. Stop by the road side stand for an early culinary adventure. The chai is decaf so you can drink it if you are still 
awake but plan to go to bed. 

120 International Trailer of Pancakes Pancakes Friday — Sunday 900 — 1100

Pancakes every morning for hungry humans and others.

122 Kidsville Sugar High Cereal Bar Friday — Sunday 900 — 1000

Come get your Sugar High with your favorite morning Cereal. Start your morning right!  With your favorite sugary cereal.  Get a sugar the perfect 
sugar high to start your day.  We will have a cereal bar with all your favorites as well as different types of milks.
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223 Dive Camp Trailer Park Omelet-In-A-Bag  Breakfast Friday — Sunday 900 — 1100

Cook to order omelets…Come join us for a hot breakfast.  We'll help you build your custom omelet by placing your ingredients of choice in a 
bag for you.  Visit with your fellow Flipizens while it cooks.  We'll start at 9-ish and go till the eggs run out (about 60 a day).  Vegetarian options 
available.

205 Plant Camp Espresso Bar Thursday — Sunday 900 — 1100

Caffeine all the way! Our espresso bar will be working daily from 9-11.

223 Dive Camp Trailer Park Fireball's Finger Glowup Friday — Sunday 1000 — 1200

Come get your hand GlowUp! Come sit out in front of Dive Camp, chat a spell and get a glorious amateur hand glow up. Decals, bling, color, 
hand creams. Mmmmm

514 Jammie Camp Jammie Cat Boozy Wake Up Friday — Sunday 1000 — 1200

A night cap for some, hair of the dog for others, a good time for all! Stop by Jammie Camp for a different breakfast themed cocktail every 
morning. 

213 Misfit Wanderland Create Cosmic Creatures on Canvas! Friday 1000 — 1400

We have the paint, brushes and canvas! You...Bring your artistic imagination and talent for a fun group ART PROJECT. Calling all artists and 
wannabes! We have a 6 x 9 canvas primed and ready for you to paint your rendition of a Cosmic Creature. We've outlined a few figures that you 
can color in and embellish, or you can create your own. We'll supply the brushes and paints. Once the canvas is completed, come by Misfit 
Wonderland with your friends, during Flipside, for a special photo op with the Cosmic Creature Canvas in the background. Come be a part of 
this collaborative art project!

113 Embody Oddy Oddy Contact Improvisation Friday 1000 — 1100

Practice sensitivity to touch, weight, and movement. Contact Improvisation is a postmodern dance form practiced all over the world. Loosely 
defined, at its core is a curiosity about what happens when we surrender control of our weight to a dance partner.

The Effigy Sober Burners / Friends of Bill Daily Meeting Friday — Sunday 1100 — 1200

All fellowships recovery meeting for sober burners. Helping one another through the burn one day at a time. 
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301 Fae'd Away Cafe Fae'd Away Cafe Friday — Sunday 1100 — 1200

Cold fruit and tea, maintained by your very own Fae'd Away Faeries! From 11am-4pm during the hot part of the day, come relax and cool off in 
our space and enjoy some frozen fruit and cold tea! We will also have some carnival games for your perusal, and a burnable art installation. Can 
we have your (dead)Name?

104 Cowboys & Hippies Paint Watercolors with Donna Friday — Saturday 1100 — 1300

Painting watercolors. Not a class.  Paintbrushes, paper, and watercolors provided.

201 Wonderlounge Burlesque Workshop Friday 1100 — 1300

Get Your Sexy On! Come learn from the awesome Brandon Miller in a workshop for anybody interested in connecting with their sexuality via 
dance and movement. He is especially interested in supporting men, but would love to help anybody and everybody who wants to lean into 
their edge.

111 Face Lazers Speed Coaching Friday 1100 — 1200

Just tell me what to do already!  (Let's make space for change :) Come here to get deep. We will be doing group and 1-on-1 coaching. Bring a 
specific issue that's showing up in your life (default world or burn, either is okay) that you are ready to shift. Expect to leave with fresh 
perspective, new possibilities & maybe even some new friends :)

516 Punk in Drublic Wheel of Misfortune Friday — Sunday 1200 — 1700

Come play with us!  Wheel of Misfortune, where spins reveal a mix of light impact play, exhilarating games, and crappy beer, promising a 
whirlwind of excitement and adventure in just a single turn. With each spin, brace yourself for unexpected thrills and laughter, making memories 
that will linger long after the wheel stops spinning. *Only available when punks are onsite*

312 Circle of Water SHOWERS Friday 1200 — 2030

PSA from the DisInfo Lead:  I think they might have showers ; ) …Hours available on Saturday and Sunday, as well. Please check the schedule.

327 Polycamporous Chicken Strips!!! Friday — Sunday 1200 — 1300

Get yer mind outta the gutter, I've already claimed that space! Polycamporous will have chicken strips available, first-come, first-serve!!!
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114 Tasty Notes Tasty Notes Presents: Cold Noodz Friday — Sunday 1300 — 1600

Naengmyeon (rhymes with "Ten Ton"): Korean cold noodles in pickle broth with vegan/veg/omnivore options!  Naengmyeon is a Korean cold 
noodle dish made with fermented radish broth and beef. If you came to our soft open last Flipside, I fucked up so much! I brought chopsticks for 
the barbarians but they were not Korean (i.e. waaaay too long - but it was HILARIOUS watching y'all trying to use them to eat Korean food); I 
thought freezing the broths ahead of time was a genius move but it made it too salty; and somehow I came home with a ton of brisket that got 
lost in the bottom of a cooler. Despite all that, about 150 of y'all still came by last year, so this time it's back but optimized to better serve you 
COLD NOODZ!

504 Camp Chill The Fuck Out CTFO Brunch Friday — Sunday 1300 — 1500

Come for a jason mimosa and stay for an artisan grilled cheese. Wake up late from a crazy night of flipside shenanigans?  Miss your camp's 
breakfast?  Get hangry in the middle of the afternoon?  Or you just looking for shade and chill place to crash for a few hours while the sun is at 
its highest point? 

Well have no fear Chill The Fuck has got you!  Since 2019 we've been perfecting the after of afternoon munchies and refreshing libations.  From 
Friday - Sunday @ 1p CTFO will have a mimosa bar, artisan decadent cheese stretch deliciousness between two warm slices of bread.  

We'll have plenty of space for you to sit down and enjoy brunch while DJ Tramps spins his funky tunes.  Get Misted by some cold water or even 
try our ICE BATH for the ultimate chill experience

101 Dalliance Hookah & Turkish Coffee Friday — Sunday 1300 — 1500

Come join us for hookah and Turkish coffee, or a drink at our self service bar. We'll be serving 6-8pm Thursday evening, 1pm-3pm Friday-
Sunday, and/or whenever we feel like it.

201 Wonderlounge Lava Lounge DJ Takeover Friday 1300 — 1700

Is your ass even ready for this?  What do you get when you mix some of the playa’s favorite DJ’s with the playa’s favorite dive bar?  

Bootyshaking badassery, that’s what! Come for a Friday afternoon dance party as Lava Lounge takes over!  Join DJ Jah Karma, DRTY WZRD, 
Sunkyst, and Morgus the Magnificent as they create the music you crave.  The drinks will be flowing.  The bass will be dropping.  That ass will be 
bumping.  It’s an afternoon rager that you should not miss!  We support your debauchery.
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111 Face Lazers Fight Lab Friday 1400 — 1500

In Fight Lab, we simulate difficult conversations and work through them together. Most of our work, family, and social lives are spent avoiding 
disputes. How can we address these head on, and turn the conflict into energy?  

In Fight Lab, we simulate difficult conversations and work through them together. Bring an interaction that you have struggled with, or are 
anticipating struggling with, and we'll workshop them with tons of examples, tools and feedback. Coming without a scenario and just witnessing 
is also fine!  

Remember, the first rule of Fight Lab is: We talk about Fight Lab. So, invite your friends, enemies, and campmates. Don't let your fears hold you 
back from having phenomenal connections.

116 Yayborhood Pole Class Friday 1400 — 1500

Come release your inner animal, Eros and sexiness with a pole class catered to teach to all levels with progressions for higher skill levels because 
we start at beginner level. No experience needed !! Meeeeow !

528 SmokeBreak Joint Rolling Class Friday 1400 — ?

Come learn to roll yo'self a J! Pretty self explanatory. Don't be that person who can't roll themselves a J, instead come learn J rolling self-reliance.

600 Love Shack Flipside Idol Qualifying Round #1 Friday 1400 — 1500

Calling all singers: Do you have what it takes to be crowned the 2024 Flipside Idol? Flipside Idol Competition: Qualifying Round #1 (out of 3) 

This is the first of THREE qualifying rounds, and singers only need to come to ONE qualifying round to be able to advance for the semifinals! If 
you don't get through in your first qualifying round, you may try again at the next one. Singers must make it through at least one qualifying round 
to advance to the semifinals. Qualifying round auditions will be a capella (no backing tracks)! Have at least two songs prepared in case the 
judges request a second song. Reading of lyrics is permitted. Each qualifying round will last 15 minutes, or until all waiting singers have sung, 
whichever is longer.

302 Sensation Station Ice to Meet You Friday — Sunday 1430 — 1600

Stay hydrated. Have shaved ice.  Come by Sensation Station for a refreshing treat. We'll be serving 2 flavors of icy joy from 2:30 pm burner time 
until we stop (roughly 4 pm). Reminder - you must bring your own vessel - bowls preferred over cups or water bottles. Will throw a snowball at 
you if you ask nicely. Look for us outside the big dome.
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113 Embody Oddy Oddy Pleasure Stacking Friday — Saturday 1400 — 1600

Sensation sensation sensation! Get serious about Feeling Really Good. Discover the Best Thing Ever! Sensory play. Relax + activate. There will be 
a light orientation and then time for open exploration

114 Tasty Notes
Tasty Notes Presents: Nipple Portraits & Blind 

Contour Drawings
Friday — Sunday 1500 — 1700

Wanna see your nips on paper? How about your face like you've never seen it? Come have your nipples drawn by the Princess Nip Queen 
herself. Let her show you how she earned her namesake. Feeling shy or low on time? Blind contour drawings—it's worth a Google—are also 

available. They are fun and wonky and take 60 seconds!

514 Jammie Camp sad cat emo hour Friday & Sunday 1500 — 1600

it's not just a phase, mom…It is late afternoon, we are hot and a little sad, so put on your favourite kitty ears and come sing along to some of our 
favourite emo or come grab a cocktail and hate on our music while we longe around and rest up for evening shenanigans. 

528 SmokeBreak Backwoods Rolling Class Friday 1500 — ?

Advanced rolling class with a tobacco leaf! Alright, if you already know how to roll a J, then we have an advanced class for your righteous ass. 
Come learn how to PEARL a backwoods from the one and only, Tony TwoTimes, the best backwoods roller on this side of the Mississippi. 

110 Trippy Truffles Trippy Shots Friday — Sunday 1500 — 1600

A tactile multi-sensory experience. You know the drill. Dunk, shot, slap. Now with extra trippiness

316 Science Strays Alley Cat Cafe Friday 1500 — ?

Nyaa~ Nyaa Nyaa~ ฅ^•ع•^ฅ The kitties from Science Strays often congregate in So Sassy's luxurious dumpster alleyway. Should it please their 
fickle personalities, an alley cat cafe may be held. These creatures that live in piles of garbage will put on the most lavish soirée they can muster. 
There will undoubtedly be alley cats, and perhaps some other creatures? OwO what's this, is that a trashomancer?  

Light refreshments will be provided, but the true libations will be the company of the alley cats. What could be more invigorating than their feral 
spirits?
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104 Cowboys & Hippies 8th Annual BEAT YOUR MEAT Contest Friday 1600 — 1700

Show us how you Beat Your Meat! Come pound one out, and encourage your on your campmates to do the same.  Last year there was a tie score 
so we had a "Beat Off" to determine the winner. This event starts Friday at 4 PM. Winner holds the trophy for one year.  This event is the first leg 
of the Cowboy's and Hippie's Triple Crown.

114 Tasty Notes Tasty Notes Presents: Spring Roll Station Thursday — Friday 1600 —  2000

Make your own fresh veggie spring rolls! Learn to make your own fresh spring rolls. All veggie fillings, gluten-free, and stupid good peanut sauce 
for dipping. 

111 FaceLazers Soul and Skin Friday 1600 — 1700

Use verbal and nonverbal games to tune into desire, such that your movement becomes a natural expression of who you are. An Authentic 
Relating, partner dance, and consent fusion workshop.

235 Illuminating Ananas PPAP Happy Hour Friday & Sunday 1600 — 1800

I got a pen, I got pineapple.....Come to Illuminating Ananas, where we will be hosting PPAP Happy Hour! Sip on our Pineapple Cocktails and go 
head-to-head with a stranger in an art competition.

116 Yayborhood Tea Ceremony Friday — Saturday 1600 — 1800

Tea in the Big Bell Tent! Come join us in the big bell tent for some tea. Just a mellow moment in the cool shade to enjoy some herbal tea or 
macha with special additions to create the experience.

207 Pyropolis Hash House Harriers Bro Bar - Animal House! Friday 1600 — 1900

Don your polo, skip leg day, and drink a jager bomb! We'll be celebrating positive masculinity with brodacious events while serving up Jager 
bombs, Natty Lights, and Muscle Milk White Russians. We'll be awarding the finest mini trophies for a flip cup competition, push-up contest, 
and pong twerking! And don't forget to bring your A game for the wet t-shirt contest where everyone is encouraged to participate! With consent, 
come at us, Bro!!!
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528 SmokeBreak Self-massage workshop with A/C Friday 1600 — 1800

Come learn how to take care of yo self while trying out a variety of self-massage tools. Self-massage is a powerful way to get in touch with your 
body and work out your knots on your own. Familiar (your host for this workshop) is bringing all of his balls (including the blue ones), cylinders, 
and other contraptions for you to try. We'll have a massage table, and Familiar can help you identify your problem spots and work with you to 
find ways to self-massage them. 

The event will be in the Belle Mahal, a lavish cuddle lounge tent with A/C. Come and go as you please, no need to arrive right at the start of the 
listed event.

113 Embody Oddy Oddy Clown Playshop Friday 1600 — 1700

Somebody's gotta lighten the mood around here. Come experiment with embodied clowning. Grounded in the present, not afraid to get real, 
and delighting in delight. 

112 Open Kimono camp Pick a Kimono! Thursday — Saturday 1700 — ?

Turn up your burner style with a Kimono! We've curated a wide variety of "kimonos" for you to pick from in tons of colors, sizes and styles.  
Touch it, feel it, try it on.  If one speaks to you, it's yours! The collection is 100% thrifted, recycled or up-cycled by our camp members. Please 
only take one kimono because damn, we don't have that many…..

518 Christmas Town!!! Fry-Day Friday!!! Friday 1700 — 1900

Gluten Free Fried Food at Christmas Town!!! We will be making delicious deep fried gluten free treats including a variety of veggies, chicken, 
French fries, and select desserts!! Merry Christmas!!

104 Cowboys & Hippies Whiskey Sour Story Telling Hour Friday — Sunday Around 1700 — ?

Wally sets up a table and makes you a Whiskey Sour as you tell him a story of your choice. 
TBD  (around 5 PM)- Wally time.
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510 Upside Down Pineapple Camp SUNSET HAPPY HOUR Friday — Sunday 1700 — 1900

We play well with others!  Swing on in and join us for drinks, food, and tunes as the sun sets! It's late in the afternoon, and you are wandering 
around Pyropolis, looking for something to do.  The river is too high.  Or maybe too low.  No one else is out and about.  Perhaps you just woke 
from a nap.  Perhaps you haven't slept at all!  Come and join our sunset party, and see the world from a different angle!  Our bar will be open 
(with non-alcoholic selections available as well), and light hors d'oeuvres will be served while we chill and anticipate the evening.  Enjoy the 
camaraderie of the Upside Down Pineapples and make new friends!

201 Wonderlounge
Experience the Daytime Groove with DJ Press 

Play
Friday 1700 — 1900

So HOT it's cool! Escape into the heart of summer with DJ Press Play, your guide to the ultimate chill at Burning Flipside! Focusing on the 
smoothest sounds perfect for the Texas heat, DJ Press Play expertly curates a playlist that's all about keeping it cool and danceable. Enjoy a 
selection of R&B and hip-hop that’s tailored to enhance your daytime vibes, whether you're relaxing in the shade or moving to the rhythm. 

DJ Press Play is ready to transform your afternoon with tracks that blend seamlessly, creating a laid-back, yet engaging atmosphere.

116 Yayborhood Ticket Court Friday 1800 — ?

Did you recently receive a violation? Appear before the Honorable Judge Sparkle Tits! Did you recently receive a violation? Have you been 
accused of being too sexy? Too much junk in that trunk? Did someone dare say your art car sucks?? Appear before the Honorable Judge Sparkle 
Tits on Friday at 6 p.m. at the Yayborhoood and present evidence in your defense. Guilty of the offense as charged? You may present your 
mitigation and ask the court for leniency. Failure to appear and address your violation may result in a warrant being issued for your arrest.

600 Love Shack Vocal Coaching by Blueberry Friday 1800 — 1900

Want to sing your favorite song at karaoke, but need a little help?

105 Camp Camp Funkadelic, Disco Obsessed 1970s Party! Friday 1900 — ?

Celebrate the 70s with music, film, and some jiggly food!  There may be Cheese Fondue!  Thanksgiving gelled dinner salad!  Camp Camp will 
host a celebration of all things 70s!  Come dressed in your funkiest disco outfit, widest bell bottom jeans, or flounciest bohemian broom skirts.  
Be prepared to sip dated cocktails, dunk veggies in fondue and tremble before the terrifying jello dinner salad!  Eat Thanksgiving dinner in a 
small slice of jello!  Egg salad jello! 

There will be 70s themed music, possibly film.  And disco balls!
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116 Yayborough Top Hats and Tighty Whities Friday 1845 — 1900

Recreate History in Burning Flipside Fashion! Come One, Come ALL!  
Any of you critters with a top hat, a pair of briefs and an urge to have fun are needed to recreate this iconic photo of the Brighton Swimming 
Club, 1863, in Flipside fashion 2024.  
We even have a good shot of making the papers! (Well, the Flipside Edition anyway : )  
Don’t have a top hat? We have limited extras. Don’t have tighty whities? - come in your brief finest. (Shirts will be frowned on during the photo 
itself.) Photo at 7 pm, gather by 6:45 pm. 
Gathering at Yayborough at 6:45 pm, photo at 7 pm.

528 SmokeBreak Gong Bath - AKA Sound bath Friday 1900 — 2030

Come get gonged! Enjoy a luxurious sound bath in a 700 sqft belle tent, fully decked out with cuddle spaces and mesmerizing lights. Did we 
mention, the tent has AC? Available on Saturday and Sunday as well. Check schedule for times.

213 Misfit Wanderland Misfit Wonderland Hookah and Dance Friday 1900 — 2200

Whooo... Aaaaare... Yhoooou?  Take a break from your quest for the White rabbit and enjoy smoking hookah and dancing in the Misfit 
Wanderland...

232 Tiniest Theme Camp in Texas Flipside Karaoke Friday 2000 — 2400

Karaoke Flipside Style — A Breezy Studio's Production hosted at the almost to badlands camp Tiniest Theme Camp in Texas 

Over 71k karaoke 🎤   tracks available!! Jungle Critter Juice at the bar while it lasts!! 

Come sing a lil song, drink a lil drink and maybe dance a lil dance!

602 Cosmic Creatures Bear Wubs Dance Party Friday 2000 — 2100

Join Us for Big Wubs and Bear Hugs!  “ Bear” from @itsthebearadventures makes his Debut as “Dj Bear” spinning on the decks some Wubby 
Music, Including some Drum and Bass and House music.  He wants to raise awareness about teddy bear abandonment and encourages others to 
hold onto and take care of your teddy bears. Bring your loved teddy bears and other stuffed animals to come dance to Bear Wubs music. Limited 
bears will be up for a certified adoption.
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110 Trippy Truffles Truffle Boutique Friday 2000 — 2100

Check out our rack…Let the immaculately dressed members of Trippy Truffles up your glam game for the Friday night Crossroads Block Party. 

600 Love Shack Flipside Idol Qualifying Round #2 Friday 2000 — 2100

Calling all singers: Do you have what it takes to be crowned the 2024 Flipside Idol?  Flipside Idol Competition: Qualifying Round #2 (out of 3) 

This is the second of THREE qualifying rounds, and singers only need to come to ONE qualifying round to be able to advance for the semifinals! 
If you don't get through in your first qualifying round, you may try again at the next one. Singers must make it through at least one qualifying 
round to advance to the semifinals. Qualifying round auditions will be a capella (no backing tracks)! Have at least two songs prepared in case the 
judges request a second song. Reading of lyrics is permitted. Each qualifying round will last 15 minutes, or until all waiting singers have sung, 
whichever is longer.

110 Trippy Truffles Eat Our Meat Friday 2000 — ?

Serving up your grill top favorites! Come eat our meat (and some non meat) during the Crossroads Block Party

501 Lava Lounge Lava Lounge White Party Friday 2030 — ?

Lava Lounge, the camp that brings you that boom-boom, blinky-blinky, booty shaky-shaky, is inviting you to our annual White Party on Friday 
night at Flipside. 
The Lava Lounge DJs will be pumping up the volume and the dance-floor will be lit and ready to go. All we need is for you to bring your moves 
and white attire. 
Have something sophisticated, slouchy or slinky and sexy in white? Wear it! Dress for success, to impress, regress, transgress, under-dress or 
undress all in white. 
See you under the volcano and on the dance-floor you freaky things.

518 Christmas Town!!! Christmas Specials and Cartoons!!! Thursday — Sunday 2030 — 700

We will have Christmas Specials and Cartoons playing from Dusk till Dawn every night of the burn at Christmas Town!! Come hang out in our 
lounge and enjoy some Christmas classics and some obscure and weird cartoons with friends.
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514 Jammie Camp Fire Circle Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Fire Circle for all levels of performer.  All are welcome to join- if you intend on burning, you need to plan on being safety for another performer. 
The "Flowies" component of our "flowies and chillies" Check in with a host to see how you can join in!

217 Star Trekkin' Chill Space parody video Friday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Spoofing SciFi, Nothing is Sacred.  Visit our chill space and enjoy parody video.... No sci-fi is sacred. 

223 Circle of Fire Fire Jam @Circle of Fire Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Let's play with fire! Nightly fire jam.

509 The Graveyard VHS Movies! Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

213 Misfit Wanderland Misfit Dance Party Friday 2030 — ?

Misfit JonathanOFF!  Our two Jonathan's will collaborate to bring you a Misfit Music Set.  Come dance with us!  Rest, cuddle and hookah in our 
welcoming lounge.

518 The Morning Buzz Cosmic Visual Composer Friday — Sunday 2100 — 2200

Create the universe with your hands. Visual movements of the planets with hands!

116 Yayborhood Rope Journey Friday 2100 — 2300

Come watch, by pure visual; Taste a piece, of a deeply ritualized experience with meditation, consecration and intention. Using the space I have, 
turning it into a temple for the gods/goddesses to work through Me. Allowing me to lead my submissive deep into their body, their shadows, to 
see what wants to speak, come alive, be surrendered to. I’ll create a tight safe container, I’ll guide my submissive on a journey through themself. 
By allowing you to receive this gift I respectfully ask IF you come to watch this event be very quiet and mindful of the space you may take up. 
This is a relaxed event to come sit and vicariously live through the eyes of sexual healing. All spectators are enthusiastically welcomed.
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201 Wonderlounge Wonderlounge Party Friday 2100 — 100

Party time! Bring your badass self and come have a good time with us at Wonderlounge. We will fight for your right to party. We will support 
your debauchery.  

DJ Cherubic, Flipside's lovely Sound Marshall will bring the best tunes. Be prepared for other fun surprises to happen at any time!

111 FaceLazers Retro-Pop Dance Party Friday 2100 — 2300

Birthday Dance Party for Warm Daddy, Goddess, and other Birthday Babes! Dance party! We won’t have big booming speakers, so it will be a 
chill dance party.  Recommended for those of us who prefer less VOLUME, more BOOGIE. Dancing, bouncing hearts, feeling the love. Come 
celebrate your birthday with us! PS Spanking Shenanigans Highly Likely.

509 The Graveyard Grillz & Grills Friday 2100 — ?

Come make a Grill! 

509 The Graveyard Glizzys & Gloryholes Friday 2100 — ?

300 KFLiP The Bret Crow Show!!! Friday 2200 — 2300

One man band, looper composer, and improv song creation…Bret Crow, a multifaceted composer and bassist, is the creative force behind The 
Bret Crow Show, his solo venture, and the backbone of Time Knife, his primary band. Bret's talents also shine in Primish, a Primus tribute band. 
Merging music with comedy, he crafts unique performances, captivating audiences with his versatility and originality.

5.6 The Ewok Hut Yub Nub: Gong Show Friday 2200 — ?

Come Become Part of the Tribe! Find the Ewok Hut hidden in the forest of CTFO, Gweedo the chief of the CTFO ewok tribe is looking for new 
members.  Show us your craziest, funniest, entertaining skills and get earn your ewok ears and become part of the tribe!
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608 Fire Garden Fire Garden Friday — Sunday 2200 — 2300

Join us past the Fire Garden to Magical Boosh Art! Fire Garden is a flame art camp located on the effigy field where dazzling fire shows will be 
performed at 10 pm, Friday, Saturday, and pre/post burn Sunday night. Look for on-site signs for scheduling changes.  Fire Garden is an attempt 
to create an amazing collection of fire art in one place to help folks find and see it, as well as for providing co-op support for fire artists. 
Camp lead is Tim Deagan, author of Make:Fire, The Art and Science of Working with Propane, the only book published on building booshes, 
poofers, and other fire devices.  He teaches free workshops and classes on propane art, hoping to inspire and enable new artists to try out this 
awesome hobby.  Fire Garden hopes to entice folks to ask ‘Can I do this?’, and discovering that they can!

405 Casbah Burning Down the House Friday 2200 — ?

Bring your fire props/fuel and spin fire with Casbah! We will be hosting an open fire circle with the tunes, designated fueling station, and safety 
gear. Please bring your own fuel and help safety after you spin.

600 Love Shack Flaming Karaoke Friday 2200 — 2400

Grab the mic and let's get the party going! This ain’t just any karaoke! Sing your heart out with Blueberry at Flaming Karaoke while indulging in 
the spectacular offerings of the Love Shack. Relax on the couch, grind on the dance floor, or listen from the comfort of our next-level massage 
tent. During peak crowd hours, songs that keep the energy level high will be given priority. Start and end times are approximate. There is a post-
burn session planned for Sunday.
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518 Christmas Town!!! Free Snack Table Friday — Sunday All the Time!

Fruits, cookie, granola bars, and miscellaneous snacks available at Christmas Town!!! We will have a snack table set out each day, with a variety of 
grab and go snacks available throughout the burn.

114 Tasty Notes Tasty Notes Presents: Tea & Coffee Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Every morning and evening the Tasty Notes lounge will be serving stimulating beverages to wake you up or keep the night going! We have various 
bagged teas, a selection of gong fu cha from West China Tea, and Vietnamese Iced Coffee (mornings only).

220 Scavenger Ravagers Scavenger Hunt Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

All dressed up and no where to go?  Visit some of key camps, participate in fun events and have a good time! 1. Pick up your scavenger hunt list 
from the Scavenger Ravager camp anytime.  
2. Have a good time.  
3. Bring your list back, and show us what you completed to win a prize (before 1500 on Sunday, so get to it!)

104 Cowboys & Hippies Get Tea-Bagged! By: The Punnery Thursday — Monday All the Time!

Steeped in humor, come get teased!  I'll have an assortment of teas to choose from, including caffeine-free, with hot water, honey, and various 
sugars at Wally's Cowboys and Hippies. 

210 Temple of the Burning ? Temple of the Burning ? calls to you! Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

You know you have a burning ? you want answered...The Steaming Pot is morphing this year into the Temple of the Burning Question. Stop by and 
write down the questions you Have to Have answered this year. The scroll will be sent to the universe on burn night to make sure you get your 
questions answered! Come see us for snacks and goodies too!
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232 Tiniest Theme Camp in Texas Neighborhood Adult Library Print Media Swap Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Do you have an adult magazine that you want to give a second life to? A propaganda pamphlet to share with the world? A spicy book to gift to a 
new reader? Tiniest Adult Library in Flipside will love to help! Find the neighborhood adult library at The Tiniest Theme Camp in Texas!  

Do you want something new to read or gaze at while out on the Pecan Playa? Come by the Tiniest Adult Library and see what your community has 
for you!! 

Open Thursday at 9pm - Sunday after the Burn

∞ Badlands Spiral Inn Friday — Sunday All the Time!

A self guided cosmic safari: Wander the badlands to find the Spiral Inn. Tumble into a wormhole of wonder and whimsy. Peel back the fabric of 
spacetime as you embark on a cosmic safari. A journey for explorers of all ages.  

236 The Trailer Park Bois Shania Twain Power Hour Thursday — Monday All the Time!

ANY hour can be a  Twain Power Hour with the Trailer Park Bois. Come over and request your favorite 90s country hit! Want to hear Shania at 
3am Saturday morning? 1pm on Friday? Sunday at 7:34pm? Me too!!!

239 Squeak Squeak Squeakin' Squeak Thursday — Monday All the Time!

Barely squeaked by?  —  Need to squeak it out?  —  Follow the squeaks and enter an immersive world of sound.  —  Squeaks to go available upon 
request

600 Love Shack
Massages for All --- All Day Every Day --- BYOM 

(Bring your Own Masseuse)
Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Massages Tables will be open 24/7 at the Love Shack Tent

110 Trippy Truffles Trippy Truffle Gallery Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Come trip with us in whatever state you are in…A gallery of optical and tactile hallucinations for your sensory pleasures 
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116 Yayborhood Yay! Apothecary Friday — Saturday Some Time

Welcome to the Yay Apothecary! Where the scent of herbs and oils welcome you as soon as you step inside. Leave your shoes at the door. Take a 
seat. Have a drink and relax in the shade. Whether you're seeking relief from a specific ailment, maybe in need of an ear or simply looking to 

enhance your overall well-being, the apothecary has something that may help. Hours will vary day or night. We invite you in. 

514 Jammie Camp The Nameless Nitro Emporium Thursday — Sunday Some Time

Nameless is bringing a bunch of nitrogen infused beverages come by and try nitro coffee, tea, or juice. It's happening when I feel like it til it's out 
or I don't feel like it anymore

514 Jammie Camp Sometimes, Maybe- Cocktail Lounge Thursday — Sunday Some Time

Sometimes a bar, sometimes not- always a place for Flowies and Chillies. We open when we feel, serve what we want, have good music and a lot 
of fun. Come check out the "Chillies" part of "Flowies and Chillies"

236 The Trailer Park Bois Trailer Park Yard Sale! Saturday — Monday All the Time!

MOVING OUT IN 2 DAYS!  EVERYTHING MUST GO!! RUN DON’T WALK - YOU WONT WANT TO MISS THIS. 

Starting Saturday the Trailer Park will be having its Second Annual Flipside Yard Sale! Be sure to bring your yard sale items to the Trailer Park Bois 
during our Tailgate Party or anytime! Stop by and we will turn your cast-offs into someone else's treasure! Come find new treasures or leave a 
treasure. 

111 FaceLazers Bad Advice Booth Friday — Sunday All the Time!

Bring us your burning existential quandaries. We will gladly point you in the wrong direction. Ask us anything! If no one is there, feel free to sit 
down and deliver bad advice to your heart’s content.

602 Cosmic Creatures Hell’s Kitchen Saturday 0000 — 200

Y’all Bring the Heat while The Bass Chef Brings the Beats! The Bass Chef will be throwing down some heavy wubs with an open fire circle to show 
off what you got. Highlighting fire spinners from Cosmic Creatures for the first 30 mins and then open to all fire spinners the last hour. Bring your 
own fuel to our Flow Stage.
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120
International Trailer of 

Pancakes 
Pancakes Friday — Sunday 900 — 1100

Pancakes every morning for hungry humans and others.

117 The Dhaba Beer Fishing with Catfish Saturday 900 — 2030

Catch a buzz with Beer Fishing! Beer fishing! Use the latest in Playa fishing tech(a stick with a paper clip as a hook) to pull you a nice frothy catch 
from my pond! (Big cooler) just watch out for those darn jetski riders!

122 Kidsville Sugar High Cereal Bar Friday — Sunday 900 — 1000

Come get your Sugar High with your favorite morning Cereal. Start your morning right!  With your favorite sugary cereal.  Get a sugar the perfect 
sugar high to start your day.  We will have a cereal bar with all your favorites as well as different types of milks.

223 Dive Camp Trailer Park Omelet-In-A-Bag  Breakfast Friday — Sunday 900 — 1100

Cook to order omelets…Come join us for a hot breakfast.  We'll help you build your custom omelet by placing your ingredients of choice in a bag 
for you.  Visit with your fellow Flipizens while it cooks.  We'll start at 9-ish and go till the eggs run out (about 60 a day).  Vegetarian options 
available.

205 Plant Camp Espresso Bar Thursday — Sunday 900 — 1100

Caffeine all the way! Our espresso bar will be working daily from 9-11.

312 Circle of Water SHOWERS Saturday 1000 — 2030

PSA from the DisInfo Lead:  I think they might have showers ; ) Sunday hours available. Please check the schedule.

312 We Tried Book Burner Meetup Saturday 1000 — 1100

Inaugural Flipside Meeting of the Book Burner Book Club, a book club for burners, by burners - We will be discussing the April read "The Fifth 
Season" by N.K. Jemisin and possibly the May read "The Parable of the Sower" by Octavia Butler. We discuss books virtually in a FB group and on 
Fable and are trying to have in-person meetups at the Texas burns.
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223 Dive Camp Trailer Park Fireball's Finger Glowup Friday — Sunday 1000 — 1200

Come get your hand GlowUp! Come sit out in front of Dive Camp, chat a spell and get a glorious amateur hand glow up. Decals, bling, color, 
hand creams. Mmmmm

514 Jammie Camp Jammie Cat Boozy Wake Up Friday — Sunday 1000 — 1200

A night cap for some, hair of the dog for others, a good time for all! Stop by Jammie Camp for a different breakfast themed cocktail every morning. 

111 FaceLazers BYO Cushion Group Meditation Saturday 1000 — 1100

Join a sweet sangha for a low-key morning sit!  We will open with each person sharing an intention they’re bringing to the circle or the burn in 
general (you can totally pass if you'd rather not share), followed by a brief guided meditation to drop into our bodies, and then a 20 minute silent 
sit.  
Bring something cushiony to sit on, we have a few extra cushy things.  Camp chairs are welcome too, if sitting on the floor isn't appealing.

201 Wonderlounge Grandma's Hip Hop Hour Saturday 1000 — 1400

"You can go ahead and sneeze cuz my presence just blessed you” Come get some gremlin juice to rejuvinate and wake yer ass up with some 
classic Hip Hop with Grandma. 

205 Plant Camp Tai Chi Classes Saturday — Sunday 1030ish — 1100ish 

"Find your balance and harmony at Plant Camp's Tai-chi classes.” Sat & Sun Mornings  1st Section Yang 108  1030ish                     
Lead by D’Flinker

225 Creation Flame 3rd Annual PyDGA Putting Challenge Saturday 1000 — 1100

Are you the next Putting Champion? Join us at Creation Flame (Zone 2, camp 225) on Saturday May 25th and test your putting skills on our 
challenge course! 

Bring your own disc or use ours!  

TWO rounds will be held, mid-morning (10-11am) and pre-dusk (7:30-8:30pm). there will be a prize awarded to each winner.
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113 Embody Oddy Oddy Ecstatic Dance Saturday 1000 — 1200

Barefoot dancing to a musical wave! Move according to your unique delight (or whatever you're feeling) We'll warm up and drop into our bodies 
together, then Lil Dabs will offer a wave of dance music for us to deeply say yes to ourselves and our embodiment. NO SHOES NO TALKING LETS 
DANCE

313 Fan Camp The Only Fan Camp™  Subscribers 5k Saturday 1000 — 1200

The Only Fan Camp™  Subscribers 5k"  
 Remembering Cal Whip-Can Jr. “Whooo!” 

* Start/finish at Fan Camp™  
* Wear as many or few clothes as you want. 
* Entry fee is a fan-related pun. 
* All racers are issued at least 3 beers or 3 sodas and they all must be carried and consumed prior to finishing .  
* Finishers become official subscribers to Fan Camp. 

run/walk/diddle/vibe… just subscribe 

While there will be an actual 5k route, no one cares about your distance or time. ANY distance or time will be celebrated like you won the Got 
damned lottery. Not interested in “running”? Then participate by cheering us on and giving us challenges with consent. Everyone is a participant!

302 Sensation Station Sketch Salon: Figure Drawing Saturday 1100 — 1200

Come Draw or Be Drawn!  Join Sensation Station for an afternoon of figure drawing. Whether you're seeking to create art or be the muse, this 
event offers a space where everyone can explore the art of figure drawing and self-expression. Bring your own supplies or use the materials 
provided. Those attending who would like to model can wear whatever they are comfortable with; nudity is welcome at this event, but it is 
definitely not a requirement.  
Bonus: Monty will be setting the perfect chill artin' vibes with live DJ'd tunes! 

The Effigy Sober Burners / Friends of Bill Daily Meeting Friday — Sunday 1100 — 1200

All fellowships recovery meeting for sober burners. Helping one another through the burn one day at a time. 
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301 Fae'd Away Cafe Fae'd Away Cafe Friday — Sunday 1100 — 1200

Cold fruit and tea, maintained by your very own Fae'd Away Faeries! From 11am-4pm during the hot part of the day, come relax and cool off in 
our space and enjoy some frozen fruit and cold tea! We will also have some carnival games for your perusal, and a burnable art installation. Can 
we have your (dead)Name?

219 Camp Here! Gumbo! Saturday 1100 — ?

Gluten Free Gumbo at 11am! 
(no shellfish or fish either!!) 

bring your own bowel and eating utensil.

104 Cowboys & Hippies Paint Watercolors with Donna Friday — Saturday 1100 — 1300

Painting watercolors. Not a class.  Paintbrushes, paper, and watercolors provided.

302 Sensation Station Dealer's Choice Face Painting Saturday 1100 — 1300

Test the Fates with your face! Let a drag king apply any design they choose to your face, I'll be playing with colors, classic and freehand face 
painting designs and an assortment of nontraditional makeup applicators! Come be my guinea pig!

110 Trippy Truffles Brace for Friendship Saturday — Sunday 1100 — ?

Stop on by for bracelets and friendship.  Have you met the Trippy Truffles yet?  It's out first year as a camp but we are pretty awesome.  Don't 
believe us? Just ask us.  So come make friendship bracelets with us and meet some of the best friends you just haven't met yet

516 Punk in Drublic Wheel of Misfortune Friday — Sunday 1200 — 1700

Come play with us!  Wheel of Misfortune, where spins reveal a mix of light impact play, exhilarating games, and crappy beer, promising a 
whirlwind of excitement and adventure in just a single turn. With each spin, brace yourself for unexpected thrills and laughter, making memories 
that will linger long after the wheel stops spinning. *Only available when punks are onsite*
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Effigy Red Dress Trail with Pyropolis H3 Saturday 1200 — 1500

Wear your favorite red dress and join us for a lovely stroll around Pyropolis! We are a drinking club with a running problem! Don’t worry, there 
won’t be much running for this trail though. Wear your favorite red dress or item and join us for a stroll to discover all the best bars in Pyropolis. If 
you don’t have red, that’s okay, we have plenty of dresses for you to choose from! Starts at 12:00p at the Effigy.

114 Tasty Notes `Level Up’ Ecstatic Dance Saturday 1200 — 1300

You’re Worth It. A primordial dance journey to Level Up! Saturday at Noon. Come Level Up! You are a miracle. Your perfect just the way you are. 
This is your life. You are worth it. Dance your doubts away…

327 Polycamporous Chicken Strips!!! Friday — Sunday 1200 — 1300

Get yer mind outta the gutter, I've already claimed that space! Polycamporous will have chicken strips available, first-come, first-serve!!!

205 Plant Camp Plant Brunch Saturday 1200 — 1300

Come for the plants, stay for the brunch! Join us for Plant Camp Brunch, where you can indulge in delicious pastries, sip on refreshing mimosas 
and caipirinhas, and enjoy the smooth sounds of Bossa Nova. It's the perfect way to unwind and savor the flavors of a chill brunch.

600 Love Shack Flipside Idol Qualifying Round #3 Saturday 1200 — 1300

Calling all singers: Do you have what it takes to be crowned the 2024 Flipside Idol?  Flipside Idol Competition: Qualifying Round #3 (out of 3) 

This is your last chance to audition to advance to the semifinals! Qualifying round auditions will be a capella (no backing tracks)! Have at least 
two songs prepared in case the judges request a second song. Reading of lyrics is permitted. Each qualifying round will last 15 minutes, or until all 
waiting singers have sung, whichever is longer.

111 FaceLazers Sing Your Body Free Saturday 1200 — 1300

An improvisational giggle heart playshop.  Everyone can sing. Some folks have been told they can’t. They have been mislead. Once we wiggle 
around the psychic blockades, singing can become a joyful and liberating experience. In this 45 minute workshop, we will explore our voices 
whilst incorporating wisdom from improv theater, interpersonal neurobiology, yin yoga, and jazz. After a few warm ups and posture cues, 
participants will be guided through a series of progressively ornate activities, culminating in a collective group jam song of untold splendor. It will 
be collaborative, it will be playful, it will be empowering. You will laugh, you could cry, and you just might find yourself delighting in the 

unexpected sounds that dance their way out of your mouth 👄
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114 Tasty Notes Tasty Notes Presents: Cold Noodz Friday — Sunday 1300 — 1600

Naengmyeon (rhymes with "Ten Ton"): Korean cold noodles in pickle broth with vegan/veg/omnivore options!  Naengmyeon is a Korean cold 
noodle dish made with fermented radish broth and beef. If you came to our soft open last Flipside, I fucked up so much! I brought chopsticks for 
the barbarians but they were not Korean (i.e. waaaay too long - but it was HILARIOUS watching y'all trying to use them to eat Korean food); I 
thought freezing the broths ahead of time was a genius move but it made it too salty; and somehow I came home with a ton of brisket that got lost 
in the bottom of a cooler. Despite all that, about 150 of y'all still came by last year, so this time it's back but optimized to better serve you COLD 
NOODZ!

The Badlands Illegal Ca$ino The Flipside Heist 2024 Saturday 1300 — 300

Get a crew, plan a heist, complete the job, share the loot. Have you ever wanted to pull off a heist?  Here is your opportunity!  Gather your heist 
crew and meet us at the edge of the badlands open camping by the big ass pecan tree.  After a briefing, we'll help you build a plan.  If you and 
your crew successfully pull off the heist, we'll share the loot with you, which may include chances to play at the Illegal Ca$ino on Sunday.

209 Camp PopRocks Pudding PopRocks Pudding Saturday — Sunday 1300 — 1400

Come by for our cool delicious treat!!  Proudly serving PopRocksPudding since 2014!

504 Camp Chill The Fuck Out CTFO Brunch Friday — Sunday 1300 — 1500

Come for a jason mimosa and stay for an artisan grilled cheese. Wake up late from a crazy night of flipside shenanigans?  Miss your camp's 
breakfast?  Get hangry in the middle of the afternoon?  Or you just looking for shade and chill place to crash for a few hours while the sun is at its 
highest point? 

Well have no fear Chill The Fuck has got you!  Since 2019 we've been perfecting the after of afternoon munchies and refreshing libations.  From 
Friday - Sunday @ 1p CTFO will have a mimosa bar, artisan decadent cheese stretch deliciousness between two warm slices of bread.  

We'll have plenty of space for you to sit down and enjoy brunch while DJ Tramps spins his funky tunes.  Get Misted by some cold water or even 
try our ICE BATH for the ultimate chill experience

101 Dalliance Hookah & Turkish Coffee Friday — Sunday 1300 — 1500

Come join us for hookah and Turkish coffee, or a drink at our self service bar. We'll be serving 6-8pm Thursday evening, 1pm-3pm Friday-Sunday, 
and/or whenever we feel like it.
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507 Clam Slam How To Be A Cunning Linguist with Iris Saturday 1300 — 1400

Want to update your oral skills?! Come learn some tips and tricks to have you and your partner speaking in tongues. This is a comprehensive class 
on the art of cunnilingus. Come and learn some tips and tricks that I have you and your partner speaking in tongues. 

321 Shoot That Salty Shot LED Workshop Saturday 1400 — 1600

Come make a personal LED setup for nighttime lighting. LED Workshop, solder an LED strip to an arduino, program the lights. Will provide 
everything you need, have parts for 20 people.

Civic Center #SlutStrut Saturday 1400 — 1600

Once again, us Sluts shall slut it up! I went and looked back over the years- we have been doing this since 2018!! 
Join us in your slutty best ( both in dress or just in mind if you prefer- costumes not required!) as we parade around the property on our organized, 
sex and body positive walk about. Starting at the Civic Center/Volunteering Grove! 
We usually do not hit the sex camps since our energy is pretty boisterous, but we check out the fun, sexy and playful events! 
We shout encouraging and sexy things into megaphones and hand out condoms! 
So keep those ears ( and legs) open my dears!! 
We've done dance contests, wax play, speed dating and even crashed a wedding.... 
What's next in store for the Sluts? Stay tuned...

501 Lava Lounge Booty, Bass, and Bubbles Saturday 1400 — 1700

But don't you just really want to shake your booty some more?  Lava Lounge is hosting some of our friends from Wonderlounge and Yayborhood 
for a daytime party guaranteed to make you sweat. BOOTY BASS BUBBLES. Come hang out with us under our massive shaded canopy, shake your 
groove thing, and sip on some mimosas (while supplies last!) while the badass beats from Shadow Sweat, DJ Koozie, and Swoon tear through the 
Pecan Playa. 

203 Cordial "Plant" Camp Erotic Reading Hour (with ASL interpretation!) Saturday 1400 — 1500

Alien themed erotica with ASL accompaniment inside the big red tent. (There's tentacles involved.) Welcome to the Grubs' Erotic Reading Soirée, 
where the sun shines bright and the tales are just as scintillating! Join Mrs. Grubs for a literary escapade into the world of space burlesque and 
extraterrestrial romances, all while her husband Crusty signs along in ASL with a wink and a flourish. There are only two rules, “Ass to Grass and 
don't piss in the house." Because even in the midst of afternoon erotica, manners maketh the moment!
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235 Illuminating Ananas PPAP Happy Hour Saturday 1400 — 1600

I got a pen, I got pineapple.....Come to Illuminating Ananas, where we will be hosting PPAP Happy Hour! Sip on our Pineapple Cocktails and go 
head-to-head with a stranger in an art competition.

113 Embody Oddy Oddy Pleasure Stacking Friday — Saturday 1400 — 1600

Sensation sensation sensation! Get serious about Feeling Really Good. Discover the Best Thing Ever! Sensory play. Relax + activate. There will be a 
light orientation and then time for open exploration

528 SmokeBreak Gong Bath - AKA Sound bath Friday 1400 — 1500

Come get gonged! Enjoy a luxurious sound bath in a 700 sqft belle tent, fully decked out with cuddle spaces and mesmerizing lights. Did we 
mention, the tent has AC? Available on Saturday and Sunday as well. Check schedule for times.

111 FaceLazers Eye 2 Eye Saturday 1400 — 1500

The subtle art of making love with your eyes. AKA: Eye Fucking! A journey into the depths of energetic intimacy through eye gazing. Come see 
what it's like to communicate the full range of human emotion and desire with only your eyes. Great for partners to deepen their connection and 
for individuals to learn more about themselves. We will create a container for safety and fun then peer into the windows to the soul. What will you 
find in another? What will you find in yourself? 

201 Wonderlounge
Queenie and Tag's Black Rock City 

Clownstravaganza: An Improvised Comedy Musical 
Adventure

Saturday 1430 — 1530

Get ready for a one-of-a-kind interactive performance experience from clowns Queenie and Tag! 

Queenie and Tag’s Black Rock City Clownstravaganza: An Improvised Comedy Musical Adventure turns all your expectations on their heads. This 
ain't your grandma's musical adventure! After hilariously botched attempts to pitch timeshares and their own wacky Moby Dick musical “MY 
LEG!”, Queenie and Tag will lead volunteers from the audience through improvising songs, lyrics, dances, and musical styles to co-create an 
original musical pitch. A country western about jellyfish? A heavy metal opera about lint? With Flipizens steering the ship, ANYTHING is possible!  
It’s gonna get weird. We'll see ya there! 
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114 Tasty Notes
Tasty Notes Presents: Nipple Portraits & Blind 

Contour Drawings
Friday — Sunday 1500 — 1700

Wanna see your nips on paper? How about your face like you've never seen it? Come have your nipples drawn by the Princess Nip Queen herself. 
Let her show you how she earned her namesake. Feeling shy or low on time? Blind contour drawings—it's worth a Google—are also available. 

They are fun and wonky and take 60 seconds!

300 KFLiP Shamilton Saturday 1500 — 1600

A Comedy Rap Opera on the Radio! Rebel Daydreams presents "Shamilton", a comedy rap opera about George Washington and the Cherry Tree! 
Fights to the death, lesbian erotica, and debates with Satan will be packaged in a mellifluous rhythmic structure and delivered live on the radio. 
Show up early to get a part!

110 Trippy Truffles Trippy Shots Friday — Sunday 1500 — 1600

A tactile multi-sensory experience. You know the drill. Dunk, shot, slap. Now with extra trippiness

528 SmokeBreak Self-massage workshop with A/C Friday 1500 — 1700

Come learn how to take care of yo self while trying out a variety of self-massage tools. Self-massage is a powerful way to get in touch with your 
body and work out your knots on your own. Familiar (your host for this workshop) is bringing all of his balls (including the blue ones), cylinders, 
and other contraptions for you to try. We'll have a massage table, and Familiar can help you identify your problem spots and work with you to find 
ways to self-massage them. 

The event will be in the Belle Mahal, a lavish cuddle lounge tent with A/C. Come and go as you please, no need to arrive right at the start of the 
listed event.

104 Cowboys & Hippies B.O.D. Vibrator Races Saturday 1600 — 1700

Can you reach the finish line before everyone else? Select a vibrator out of Wally's Barrel of Dicks, and race against others down the inclined race 
track.  Fun races will happen at random, but on Saturday at 4 PM we will have a competition bracket, with the winner receiving a trophy.  This 
event is the second leg of the Cowboy's and Hippie's Triple Crown.
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111 FaceLazers Death to the Soul Eaters Saturday 1600 — 1700

They live in your soul. All the projects you've avoided. All the conversations you've put off. All the unfinished business you've left behind. They eat 
at you...And they don't have to.  Over time, Soul Eaters sap our energy. They make us less effective in our relationships and in the world. Clearing 
them from our realities is like clearing the files from your computer: you'll go faster, and have less on your mind.  

In this workshop, we will take your Soul Eaters and bring them into the light. We'll explore your reasons for putting off these projects and 
conversations, give them some kindness, and create concrete plans for how you can move forward in a powerful way.  

Please bring a journal and pen, or a phone, to this event.

116 Yayborhood Tea Ceremony Friday — Saturday 1600 — 1800

Tea in the Big Bell Tent! Come join us in the big bell tent for some tea. Just a mellow moment in the cool shade to enjoy some herbal tea or macha 
with special additions to create the experience.

201 Wonderlounge TAROTble Readings with Turkey Leg Saturday — Sunday 1600 — 1800

Step right up for a tarot tip-off with Turkey Leg, where cards cut deep with truths and snark, making mysteries less murky and more spark.

201 Wonderlounge Thumbwars Saturday 1600 — 1700

Do you even KNOW how to Thumb wrestle??!?!  Thumb wrestling tournament. There may be finger puppets for added value.  We encourage 
hecklers. Come bring your feats of thumb strength.  There may ne awards for straightest thumb, curviest thumb, ugliest thumb nail, thumb that 
looks most like a toe, etc.

113 Embody Oddy Oddy Blackbox Improv Saturday 1600 — 1800

Spontaneous collaboratively choreographed dance performance. We will discover a dance piece together. Weave it from our heart fibers, squeeze 
it out of our sponges, realize we were wearing it the whole time. And then perform it.

112 Open Kimono camp Pick a Kimono! Thursday — Saturday 1700 — ?

Turn up your burner style with a Kimono! We've curated a wide variety of "kimonos" for you to pick from in tons of colors, sizes and styles.  Touch 
it, feel it, try it on.  If one speaks to you, it's yours! The collection is 100% thrifted, recycled or up-cycled by our camp members. Please only take 
one kimono because damn, we don't have that many…..
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104 Cowboys & Hippies Whiskey Sour Story Telling Hour Friday — Sunday Around 1700 — ?

Wally sets up a table and makes you a Whiskey Sour as you tell him a story of your choice. 
TBD  (around 5 PM)- Wally time.

518 Christmas Town!!! Christmas Dinner!!! Saturday 1700 — 1900

Wear your best Christmas outfit and have Christmas Dinner with cherished family!! We will have smoked chicken, pulled pork, southern green 
beans, mashed potatoes, gluten free cornbread, gluten free snickerdoodle cookies and fudge. All homemade, with love, by Santa’s elves. Make 
new Christmas memories with your found family.

530 Dad Camp Dad Camp Block Party Saturday 1700 — 1900

Get on our lawn! Dad Camp is hosting a block party! Lawn games, hot dogs, bad puns, and lots of love.

510
Upside Down Pineapple 

Camp
SUNSET HAPPY HOUR Friday — Sunday 1700 — 1900

We play well with others!  Swing on in and join us for drinks, food, and tunes as the sun sets! It's late in the afternoon, and you are wandering 
around Pyropolis, looking for something to do.  The river is too high.  Or maybe too low.  No one else is out and about.  Perhaps you just woke 
from a nap.  Perhaps you haven't slept at all!  Come and join our sunset party, and see the world from a different angle!  Our bar will be open 
(with non-alcoholic selections available as well), and light hors d'oeuvres will be served while we chill and anticipate the evening.  Enjoy the 
camaraderie of the Upside Down Pineapples and make new friends!

116 Yayborhood Open Mic and Know Talent Show Saturday 1700 — 1900

Show the Pecan Playa What You Got! Come show your stuff at The Yayborhood Open Mic and Know Talent Show! Sign-up opens Friday. Stop by 
anytime. We provide a stage, sound if you need it, and shade! All exhibitionists welcome. We want to see what you got!

315 Camp Ranger Danger Cunty Cosmic Cantina Saturday 1800 — 2000

Got questions about the universe? So do we! Celebrate under the stars with Camp Ranger Danger at our Cunty Cosmic Cantina! Sip on planetary 
concoctions, groove to galactic beats, and win some cool cosmic prizes. With a special guest appearance from beyond our galaxy….
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104 Cowboys & Hippies Sushi Saki Social 1900 — 2000

Sushi, Saki, Japanese beer & whiskey…Back by popular demand, The Sushi Saki Social transports you to authentic Japanese atmosphere.  Get 
served Japanese saki, whiskey or beer by the Geisha Girls.  Grab a pair of chopsticks and enjoy a sushi roll prepared by Iron Chef Wally. Enter 
through the front door only.  Location: Cold Room at Cowboys and Hippies.

116 Yayborhood
Inaugural Include our Asses Dance (Mobility Team 
and Particpants Dance)

1900 — 2100+

Include our Asses; learn to dance with us! Include our Asses; learn to dance with us!

235 Illuminating Ananas Cezve and Mezze Afternoon 1900 — 2100

Ever experienced an Armenian household? After a long day, do you need a pick-me-up? Need a place to rest and take part in casual conversation? 
Join us at Illuminating Ananas for some traditional games while sipping on Armenian coffee and snacking on munchies.

600 Love Shack Flipside Idol Semifinal Round 1900 — 2000

Calling all singers: Do you have what it takes to be crowned the 2024 Flipside Idol?  Flipside Idol Competition: The Semifinal Round 

Singers who advanced to the semifinals will return to fight it out for the top 10 spots! Semifinal auditions will be performed with backing tracks. 
Have at least two songs prepared in case the judges request a second song. The semifinal round will last one hour or until all singers have sung, 
whichever is longer. Results will be posted at Love Shack AFTER all semifinalists have performed.

225 Creation Flame 3rd Annual PyDGA Putting Challenge Saturday 1930 — 2030

Are you the next Putting Champion? Join us at Creation Flame (Zone 2, camp 225) on Saturday May 25th and test your putting skills on our 
challenge course! 

Bring your own disc or use ours!  

TWO rounds will be held, mid-morning (10-11am) and pre-dusk (7:30-8:30pm). there will be a prize awarded to each winner.
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501 Lava Lounge Saturday Shenanigans Saturday 2000 — 700

Killer DJs and dance floor for your boogie. Ice cold water, mocktails, and cocktails to slake your thirst. Occasional eruptions to keep you on your 
toes. Lounge and cuddle puddles for chilling.

405 Casbah
Casbah's Intergalactic Creature Feature - VARIETY 

show
Saturday 2000 — 2200

Standup comedy, aerialists, thespians, fire, and more! Earthlings, prepare to be gob smacked by the Intergalactic Creature Feature, hosted by 
Casbah! A dazzling variety of productions await your pleasure. Stand-up comedians, aerialists, thespians, fire, and more will astound and amaze. 
If you miss it, you'll need to cry about it!

118 Dacha Vodka-R-Us Saturday 2000 — ?

Let us Vodka you the right way! We will bring the best vodka and a lot of chasers. The vodka will be cold, Chasers will be of a large variety. 
Proposing toasts will be required. We will hold your hands through the process but if you come prepared with toasts, it will be great. 

111 FaceLazers The Dirty Sound Bath Saturday 2000 — 2100

Sound baths are awesome! You get to lie down and open your spirit to the universe as sound washes over you. But why are sound baths always so 
acoustic, and PRETTY? I love a pretty sound, but the universe is more complex than that. So come to the Dirty Sound Bath to experience a wide 
variety of sounds bathing your heart and body, from the conventionally pretty to the esoteric and strange, acoustic to digital, loud to soft, sharp to 
smooth. A little bit of everything for your universe-welcoming soul!

518 Christmas Town!!! Christmas Specials and Cartoons!!! Thursday — Sunday 2030 — 700

We will have Christmas Specials and Cartoons playing from Dusk till Dawn every night of the burn at Christmas Town!! Come hang out in our 
lounge and enjoy some Christmas classics and some obscure and weird cartoons with friends.

514 Jammie Camp Fire Circle Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Fire Circle for all levels of performer.  All are welcome to join- if you intend on burning, you need to plan on being safety for another performer. 
The "Flowies" component of our "flowies and chillies" Check in with a host to see how you can join in!

217 Star Trekkin' Chill Space parody video Friday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Spoofing SciFi, Nothing is Sacred.  Visit our chill space and enjoy parody video.... No sci-fi is sacred. 
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223 Circle of Fire Fire Jam @Circle of Fire Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Let's play with fire! Nightly fire jam.

509 The Graveyard VHS Movies! Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

213 Misfit Wanderland FirePlay Demo Saturday 2030 — ?

Come learn about fire play!  Xtevan will lead a class and demo in our lounge.

518 The Morning Buzz Cosmic Visual Composer Friday — Sunday 2100 — 2200

Create the universe with your hands. Visual movements of the planets with hands!

504 Camp Chill The Fuck Out Boosh Fest Fire Circle Saturday 2100 — 2200

You Like Go Carts?  You Like FIRE effects!  YOU LIKE SEEING AND HEARING THE SOUND "BOOSH"! 

Grizzle and Lizard King invite all Boosher vehicles and flame effects to JOIN US at CTFO for BOOSH FEST!!!

201 Wonderlounge Dr. Strangevibe at Wonderlounge Saturday 2100 — 2400

Dr Strangevibe plays the  complex yet irresistible booty shaking grooves from Africa, Brazil and a little bit of made in USA funk/soul/jazz for spice. 
You've heard the chillout version at Burning Glam since 2012, now get the night time vibrations.

602 Cosmic Creatures Sip and Glow Painting Saturday 2100 — 2300

Painting with a Glow-in-the-Dark Twist! Join Cosmic Creatures for a sip and glow paint party! 30 canvases will be provided (but you are welcome 
to bring your own also), along with paint and other supplies. Follow along with the painting demonstration, enjoy a drink or two, and take home 
your own glow-in-the-dark Cosmic Critter art piece!
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113 Embody Oddy Oddy Flipside Porn Film Fest Saturday 2100 — 2400

Come witness your fellow Flipizens being porn stars for a night on the big screen. We'll start with a short Primal Activation session to get us 
embodied and ready to receive. All Bodies! All from our Community! Followed by a dance party with tunes by Fart Jazz.  

Dress up! Lingerie and kinkwear yes please.

504 Camp Chill The Fuck Out Taste of Napoli Saturday 2200 — ?

Ohh Mama La la la la la la…An evening of homemade limoncello bar and the game of "SHOW ME YOUR NAPLES!!!"

608 Fire Garden Fire Garden Friday — Sunday 2200 — 2300

Join us past the Fire Garden to Magical Boosh Art! Fire Garden is a flame art camp located on the effigy field where dazzling fire shows will be 
performed at 10 pm, Friday, Saturday, and pre/post burn Sunday night. Look for on-site signs for scheduling changes.  Fire Garden is an attempt to 
create an amazing collection of fire art in one place to help folks find and see it, as well as for providing co-op support for fire artists. 
Camp lead is Tim Deagan, author of Make:Fire, The Art and Science of Working with Propane, the only book published on building booshes, 
poofers, and other fire devices.  He teaches free workshops and classes on propane art, hoping to inspire and enable new artists to try out this 
awesome hobby.  Fire Garden hopes to entice folks to ask ‘Can I do this?’, and discovering that they can!

600 Love Shack Flipside Idol FINAL Round Saturday 2300 — 2400

Don’t miss the thrilling FINAL ROUND of Flipside Idol! Finalists should arrive 15 minutes early to meet with Blueberry and select backing tracks 
before singing begins. Results will be announced at Love Shack AFTER all finalists have performed. Reading of lyrics is permitted, but discouraged. 
Memorize your stuff, yo. Crowd response will be part of judging criteria, so bring your friends.

600 Love Shack Bootypalooza Twerk-Off & Rap Karaoke Battle Saturday 2359 — ?

Join us for some ass shakin' and vocal quakin' as Love Shack brings back our infamous Twerk-Off and Rap Karaoke Battle with DJs Blueberry and 
Bass Chef! Winners of the semi-finals gain automatic entry to Sunday's Bootypalooza Twerk-off Finals at Cosmic Creatures! Enter as an individual 
or as a team. Co-hosted by Dr. Jiggles and MC Sunny Sunshine. (‿|‿) ASS (‿ˠ‿) BOOTY (‿ꜟ‿) DUMPTRUCK (_|_) 
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401 Circle of Wee! Wee-Wee Burn! Saturday 2359 — ?

As Wee Camp, the miniature version of the burn has registered a wee version of itself, known as Circle of Wee!, the wee campers wanted to see 
what the rest of us liked so much about the wee burn experience, and have crafted a Wee-Wee effigy that they plan to burn right before their 
regular wee effigy. I know this is kind of a wee stretch, but let's humor them. Let them have the Itty bitty structure fire. 

400 Wee Camp (ish) Wee Burn! Saturday 2359 — ?

Returning to the Pecan Playa, it's the second smallest effigy you'll see this year! As part of the "Cosmic Critter Carnival", the Wee Efigy this year is 
the Kinetic Ignition Table Top YouFO, or KITTY for small! Join us right near Wee Camp at Midnight on Saturday, Right after the Wee-Wee Burn! 
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518 Christmas Town!!! Free Snack Table Friday — Sunday All the Time!

Fruits, cookie, granola bars, and miscellaneous snacks available at Christmas Town!!! We will have a snack table set out each day, with a variety of 
grab and go snacks available throughout the burn.

114 Tasty Notes Tasty Notes Presents: Tea & Coffee Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Every morning and evening the Tasty Notes lounge will be serving stimulating beverages to wake you up or keep the night going! We have various 
bagged teas, a selection of gong fu cha from West China Tea, and Vietnamese Iced Coffee (mornings only).

220 Scavenger Ravagers Scavenger Hunt Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

All dressed up and no where to go?  Visit some of key camps, participate in fun events and have a good time! 1. Pick up your scavenger hunt list 
from the Scavenger Ravager camp anytime.  
2. Have a good time.  
3. Bring your list back, and show us what you completed to win a prize (before 1500 on Sunday, so get to it!)

104 Cowboys & Hippies Get Tea-Bagged! By: The Punnery Thursday — Monday All the Time!

Steeped in humor, come get teased!  I'll have an assortment of teas to choose from, including caffeine-free, with hot water, honey, and various 
sugars at Wally's Cowboys and Hippies. 

210 Temple of the Burning ? Temple of the Burning ? calls to you! Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

You know you have a burning ? you want answered...The Steaming Pot is morphing this year into the Temple of the Burning Question. Stop by and 
write down the questions you Have to Have answered this year. The scroll will be sent to the universe on burn night to make sure you get your 
questions answered! Come see us for snacks and goodies too!
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232 Tiniest Theme Camp in Texas Neighborhood Adult Library Print Media Swap Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Do you have an adult magazine that you want to give a second life to? A propaganda pamphlet to share with the world? A spicy book to gift to a 
new reader? Tiniest Adult Library in Flipside will love to help! Find the neighborhood adult library at The Tiniest Theme Camp in Texas!  

Do you want something new to read or gaze at while out on the Pecan Playa? Come by the Tiniest Adult Library and see what your community has 
for you!! 

Open Thursday at 9pm - Sunday after the Burn

∞ Badlands Spiral Inn Friday — Sunday All the Time!

A self guided cosmic safari: Wander the badlands to find the Spiral Inn. Tumble into a wormhole of wonder and whimsy. Peel back the fabric of 
spacetime as you embark on a cosmic safari. A journey for explorers of all ages.  

236 The Trailer Park Bois Shania Twain Power Hour Thursday — Monday All the Time!

ANY hour can be a  Twain Power Hour with the Trailer Park Bois. Come over and request your favorite 90s country hit! Want to hear Shania at 3am 
Saturday morning? 1pm on Friday? Sunday at 7:34pm? Me too!!!

239 Squeak Squeak Squeakin' Squeak Thursday — Monday All the Time!

Barely squeaked by?  —  Need to squeak it out?  —  Follow the squeaks and enter an immersive world of sound.  —  Squeaks to go available upon 
request

600 Love Shack
Massages for All --- All Day Every Day --- BYOM 

(Bring your Own Masseuse)
Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Massages Tables will be open 24/7 at the Love Shack Tent

110 Trippy Truffles Trippy Truffle Gallery Thursday — Sunday All the Time!

Come trip with us in whatever state you are in…A gallery of optical and tactile hallucinations for your sensory pleasures 
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116 Yayborhood Yay! Apothecary Friday — Saturday Some Time

Welcome to the Yay Apothecary! Where the scent of herbs and oils welcome you as soon as you step inside. Leave your shoes at the door. Take a 
seat. Have a drink and relax in the shade. Whether you're seeking relief from a specific ailment, maybe in need of an ear or simply looking to 

enhance your overall well-being, the apothecary has something that may help. Hours will vary day or night. We invite you in. 

514 Jammie Camp The Nameless Nitro Emporium Thursday — Sunday Some Time

Nameless is bringing a bunch of nitrogen infused beverages come by and try nitro coffee, tea, or juice. It's happening when I feel like it til it's out 
or I don't feel like it anymore

514 Jammie Camp Sometimes, Maybe- Cocktail Lounge Thursday — Sunday Some Time

Sometimes a bar, sometimes not- always a place for Flowies and Chillies. We open when we feel, serve what we want, have good music and a lot 
of fun. Come check out the "Chillies" part of "Flowies and Chillies"

236 The Trailer Park Bois Trailer Park Yard Sale! Saturday — Monday All the Time!

MOVING OUT IN 2 DAYS!  EVERYTHING MUST GO!! RUN DON’T WALK - YOU WONT WANT TO MISS THIS. 

Starting Saturday the Trailer Park will be having its Second Annual Flipside Yard Sale! Be sure to bring your yard sale items to the Trailer Park Bois 
during our Tailgate Party or anytime! Stop by and we will turn your cast-offs into someone else's treasure! Come find new treasures or leave a 
treasure. 

111 FaceLazers Bad Advice Booth Friday — Sunday All the Time!

Bring us your burning existential quandaries. We will gladly point you in the wrong direction. Ask us anything! If no one is there, feel free to sit 
down and deliver bad advice to your heart’s content.

528 SmokeBreak Gong Bath - AKA Sound bath Sunday 222 — 322

Come get gonged! Enjoy a luxurious sound bath in a 700 sqft belle tent, fully decked out with cuddle spaces and mesmerizing lights. Did we 
mention, the tent has AC? This one actually starts at 2:22am, but the site doesn't let me pick that angel number time….LAME. (A note from your 
DisInfo Lead: As requested, 2:22 am)
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120
International Trailer of 

Pancakes 
Pancakes Friday — Sunday 900 — 1100

Pancakes every morning for hungry humans and others.

223 Dive Camp Trailer Park Omelet-In-A-Bag  Breakfast Friday — Sunday 900 — 1100

Cook to order omelets…Come join us for a hot breakfast.  We'll help you build your custom omelet by placing your ingredients of choice in a bag 
for you.  Visit with your fellow Flipizens while it cooks.  We'll start at 9-ish and go till the eggs run out (about 60 a day).  Vegetarian options 
available.

122 Kidsville Sugar High Cereal Bar Friday — Sunday 900 — 1000

Come get your Sugar High with your favorite morning Cereal. Start your morning right!  With your favorite sugary cereal.  Get a sugar the perfect 
sugar high to start your day.  We will have a cereal bar with all your favorites as well as different types of milks.

104 Cowboys & Hippies Green Eggs and Spam Sunday 1000 — 1100

In what has become a Sunday Morning tradition, Wally and Starbuck team up for a breakfast of Green Eggs and Texas-shaped SPAM.  Camp fried 
potatoes are included.  Even Sam-I-Am likes Green Eggs and Spam. 
10 AM Sunday

205 Plant Camp Tai Chi Classes Saturday — Sunday 1030ish — 1100ish 

"Find your balance and harmony at Plant Camp's Tai-chi classes.” Sat & Sun Mornings  1st Section Yang 108  1030ish                     
Lead by D’Flinker

113 Embody Oddy Oddy Soundbath Sunday 1000 — 1200

We want to touch your eardrums. Travel literally every realm with the sonic stylings of lil' Dabs. Deep into the depths of deepness, high above the 
highest heights, tinkle tinkle weeoommmweeoooomm shhh shhhs hhhhhhurrhhsuuhrushhuruhhsuuuurhhuu (in your body)

312 Circle of Water SHOWERS Friday & Sunday 1000 — 2030
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201 Wonderlounge Bloody Mary Brunch Sunday 1000 — 1300

Come to Wonderlounge and get your Bloody Mary with all the fixins. Some stories suggest that the Bloody Mary was named after a server named 
Mary who worked at a saloon bar called The Bucket Of Blood in Chicago. Others claim it was named after Queen Mary Tudor of England. No one 
knows for sure, but as Prohibition waned the drink took off in America and the name stuck.  We'll have weird vodkas, a variety of garnishes, great 
conversations and always a good time at Wonderlounge. — We support your Bloody Debauchery.

514 Jammie Camp Jammie Cat Boozy Wake Up Friday — Sunday 1000 — 1200

A night cap for some, hair of the dog for others, a good time for all! Stop by Jammie Camp for a different breakfast themed cocktail every morning. 

223 Dive Camp Trailer Park Fireball's Finger Glowup Friday — Sunday 1000 — 1200

Come get your hand GlowUp! Come sit out in front of Dive Camp, chat a spell and get a glorious amateur hand glow up. Decals, bling, color, 
hand creams. Mmmmm

The Effigy Sober Burners / Friends of Bill Daily Meeting Friday — Sunday 1100 — 1200

All fellowships recovery meeting for sober burners. Helping one another through the burn one day at a time. 

207 Pyropolis H3 Yoga and Bloody Mary’s @ Pyropolis H3 Sunday 1100 — 1300

Join Pyropolis H3 on Sunday from 11:00a to 12:30p for our Yoga and Bloody Mary event! Expect a beginners level vinyasa inspired yoga flow 
during our Bloody Mary Bar, instructor is RYT-200 certified. Space will be limited, BYOM (bring your own mat), see you there!

110 Trippy Truffles Brace for Friendship Saturday — Sunday 1100 — ?

Stop on by for bracelets and friendship.  Have you met the Trippy Truffles yet?  It's out first year as a camp but we are pretty awesome.  Don't 
believe us? Just ask us.  So come make friendship bracelets with us and meet some of the best friends you just haven't met yet

301 Fae'd Away Cafe Fae'd Away Cafe Friday — Sunday 1100 — 1200

Cold fruit and tea, maintained by your very own Fae'd Away Faeries! From 11am-4pm during the hot part of the day, come relax and cool off in our 
space and enjoy some frozen fruit and cold tea! We will also have some carnival games for your perusal, and a burnable art installation. Can we 
have your (dead)Name?
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205 Plant Camp Sound Healing at Plant Camp Sunday 1100 — 1200

Join us for a transformative sound healing session led by the sound wizard Fabi. Let the soothing sounds wash over you, dissolving stress and 
restoring inner harmony. Experience profound relaxation and rejuvenation as Fabi's expert touch helps you connect deeply with your inner self, 
leaving you refreshed and balanced."

111 FaceLazers
Jostling Body, Jubilant Breath — A Contact 

Improvisation Jamboree
Sunday 1100 — 1200

Introduction to Contact Improvisation & Jam? Not weird enough for Flipside, I say! So we'll sorta do that, but we're gonna add something: 
BREATHING. "But I've been breathing already" you protest. Pshaw! If you only knew what psychonautical, pranayamical realms remain for you to 
explore.... We'll dip a fingernail into that goodness here, with a brief workshop combining basic contact-inspired movements with varieties of 
oxygenated enrichment, followed by an open jam.  Shake yer meatsuit and fill those air satchels! Dance & breathe as an interconnected undulating 
collective organism!

602 Cosmic Creatures BBB (Bubbles, Brunch, and Bass) Sunday 1100 — 1300

At Cosmic Creatures, we know that the perfect Sunday morning* begins with a bubbly drink from Bubbles, a breakfast sandwich from Layte, and a 
DJ set from Bass Chef that'll get you up and moving!

516 Punk in Drublic Wheel of Misfortune Friday — Sunday 1200 — 1700

Come play with us!  Wheel of Misfortune, where spins reveal a mix of light impact play, exhilarating games, and crappy beer, promising a 
whirlwind of excitement and adventure in just a single turn. With each spin, brace yourself for unexpected thrills and laughter, making memories 
that will linger long after the wheel stops spinning. *Only available when punks are onsite*

305 Fever Dream Second Breakfast Sunday 1200 — 1400

We've had one, yes. What about *Second* Breakfast? Join us for gourmet grilled cheese sandwiches, refreshing snacks, and iced tea on Sunday 
from noon until 2 PM, or until we run out. We will have gluten-free, lactose free, and vegan options available in addition to wheat and dairy. Bread 
and cheese donations welcome.

236 The Trailer Park Bois Trailer Park Brunch! Sunday 1200 — 1400

You’ve never had a brunch like this! Come hang out in the trailer park for our signature SunnyD mimosas and trailer park charcuterie. Good news, 
we raised enough money to have BOTH salami AND pepperoni (not OR). Yes! We have TWO meats. 
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327 Polycamporous Chicken Strips!!! Friday — Sunday 1200 — 1300

Get yer mind outta the gutter, I've already claimed that space! Polycamporous will have chicken strips available, first-come, first-serve!!!

114 Tasty Notes Tasty Notes Presents: Cold Noodz Friday — Sunday 1300 — 1600

Naengmyeon (rhymes with "Ten Ton"): Korean cold noodles in pickle broth with vegan/veg/omnivore options!  Naengmyeon is a Korean cold 
noodle dish made with fermented radish broth and beef. If you came to our soft open last Flipside, I fucked up so much! I brought chopsticks for 
the barbarians but they were not Korean (i.e. waaaay too long - but it was HILARIOUS watching y'all trying to use them to eat Korean food); I 
thought freezing the broths ahead of time was a genius move but it made it too salty; and somehow I came home with a ton of brisket that got lost 
in the bottom of a cooler. Despite all that, about 150 of y'all still came by last year, so this time it's back but optimized to better serve you COLD 
NOODZ!

209 Camp PopRocks Pudding PopRocks Pudding Saturday — Sunday 1300 — 1400

Come by for our cool delicious treat!!  Proudly serving PopRocksPudding since 2014!

507 Clam Slam Bring Up The Rear: All Things Anal Sunday 1300 — 1400

Have you been playing with the idea of exploring anal pleasure? If so, this is a class for you! This is a comprehensive class on basic anal play and 
anilingus. We will have you exploring but hole pleasures in no time. Anal doesn’t have to be a pain in the ass, come to my class and find out how.

101 Dalliance Hookah & Turkish Coffee Friday — Sunday 1300 — 1500

Come join us for hookah and Turkish coffee, or a drink at our self service bar. We'll be serving 6-8pm Thursday evening, 1pm-3pm Friday-Sunday, 
and/or whenever we feel like it.
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504 Camp Chill The Fuck Out CTFO Brunch Friday — Sunday 1300 — 1500

Come for a jason mimosa and stay for an artisan grilled cheese. Wake up late from a crazy night of flipside shenanigans?  Miss your camp's 
breakfast?  Get hangry in the middle of the afternoon?  Or you just looking for shade and chill place to crash for a few hours while the sun is at its 
highest point? 

Well have no fear Chill The Fuck has got you!  Since 2019 we've been perfecting the after of afternoon munchies and refreshing libations.  From 
Friday - Sunday @ 1p CTFO will have a mimosa bar, artisan decadent cheese stretch deliciousness between two warm slices of bread.  

We'll have plenty of space for you to sit down and enjoy brunch while DJ Tramps spins his funky tunes.  Get Misted by some cold water or even try 
our ICE BATH for the ultimate chill experience

201 Wonderlounge Chill tf Out with DJ Working Title Sunday 1300 — 1500

Chill tf out with DJ Working Title in the mix with the chillest sounds of lofi house, old school reggae and phonk. You know you always a good time 
at Wonderlounge.

111 FaceLazers Let Me Hear Your Body Talk Sunday 1300 — 1400

Get naked and tell the story of your body! Strip off all that default world programming and step into radical freedom! We will gather in small 
groups to connect and create a supportive, body positive container. Then the birthday suits come out and you will have an opportunity to share 
what is alive for you about your one beautiful body. What wants to be witnessed? What story does your body want to tell? You may be surprised at 
what comes out of you!

509 The Graveyard Afrobeats Brunch Sunday 1400 — ?

302 Sensation Station Ice to Meet You Friday — Sunday 1430 — 1600

Stay hydrated. Have shaved ice.  Come by Sensation Station for a refreshing treat. We'll be serving 2 flavors of icy joy from 2:30 pm burner time 
until we stop (roughly 4 pm). Reminder - you must bring your own vessel - bowls preferred over cups or water bottles. Will throw a snowball at you 
if you ask nicely. Look for us outside the big dome.
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The Badlands Illegal Ca$ino The Illegal Ca$ino Sunday 1400 — 1600

Gamble, drink, get loot. De-commodification is overrated!  Join us at the Illegal Ca$ino where the winnings are small, and the drinks are even 
smaller.  The Illegal Ca$ino is at the Edge of badlands open camping by the big ass pecan tree. We will have blackjack, games, drinks, and prizes.   

118 Dacha Cold Soups Sunday 1400 — ?

Refresh your soul with Cold Soups! We will be serving traditional cold soups. They are very refreshing when it is hot outside. We will have beets 
and yougurt based soups where you can choose the filling.

501 Lava Lounge Let's have a Tiki Party Sunday 1400 — 1600

Come listen to some Tiki music and grab a New Orleans style shaved ice snowball or a mai tai before we run out.

528 SmokeBreak Gong Bath - AKA Sound bath Sunday 1400 — 1600

Enjoy a luxurious sound bath in a 700 sqft belle tent, fully decked out with cuddle spaces and mesmerizing lights. Did we mention, the tent has 
AC?

302 Sensation Station Ice to Meet You Friday — Sunday 1430 — 1600

Stay hydrated. Have shaved ice.  Come by Sensation Station for a refreshing treat. We'll be serving 2 flavors of icy joy from 2:30 pm burner time 
until we stop (roughly 4 pm). Reminder - you must bring your own vessel - bowls preferred over cups or water bottles. Will throw a snowball at you 
if you ask nicely. Look for us outside the big dome.

114 Tasty Notes
Tasty Notes Presents: Nipple Portraits & Blind 

Contour Drawings
Friday — Sunday 1500 — 1700

Wanna see your nips on paper? How about your face like you've never seen it? Come have your nipples drawn by the Princess Nip Queen herself. 
Let her show you how she earned her namesake. Feeling shy or low on time? Blind contour drawings—it's worth a Google—are also available. 

They are fun and wonky and take 60 seconds!

302 Sensation Station Bellydance Basics Sunday 1500 — 1600

Shimmy, shake and figure 8! Learn some new moves to show off tonight as the effigy burns! We'll go over some basics and then I will show you 
how to put them together for a combo you can integrate into your own dance style. Bring your own jinglies or borrow ones provided for the class.
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514 Jammie Camp sad cat emo hour Friday & Sunday 1500 — 1600

it's not just a phase, mom…It is late afternoon, we are hot and a little sad, so put on your favourite kitty ears and come sing along to some of our 
favourite emo or come grab a cocktail and hate on our music while we longe around and rest up for evening shenanigans. 

300 KFLiP Tiny Talk & Yacht Rock Sunday 1500 — 1600

Come and talk a tiny little talk with the dynamic duo from Tiniest Theme Camp in Texas while we also jam out with a little clam out.... rock on with 
a little cock out and play the best yacht rock your tiny lil mind can handle!!  
Bring us a beer and get to ask a tiny lil question!

110 Trippy Truffles Trippy Shots Friday — Sunday 1500 — 1600

A tactile multi-sensory experience. You know the drill. Dunk, shot, slap. Now with extra trippiness

600 The Love Shack Vocal Harmonies with Blueberry Sunday 1500 — 1600

Can you sing harmony? Let's sing together! If you love to sing with others and are down to try harmony, meet with Blueberry at 3pm on Sunday to 
learn and practice harmony parts for a song that we'll sing during post-effigy karaoke! What song will it be? We'll decide at the time, based on who 
shows up. Even if only one person shows, they can do a harmony duet with Blueberry, but the more the better.

111 FaceLazers
Austin’s World Naked Bike Ride Public Planning 

Meeting
Sunday 1500 — 1600

Scheme The Future Dream, then go on a practice ride. All over the world for the last 20 years, humans have gathered en masse for clothing-
optional bike rides to "deliver a vision of a cleaner, safer, body-positive world." Our local Austin ride has waned in size and enthusiasm over recent 
years. The next ride (planned for early October) is due for an influx of Burner energy.  Any/all are welcome to join in this 1-hour initial planning 
and volunteer recruitment effort, which will be immediately followed by a demonstration ride around the playa loop. Bare as you dare!

104 Cowboys & Hippies 2nd Annual BUST A NUT Contest Sunday 1600 — 1700

How fast can you Bust A Nut?  How much can you fill a cup? You can use a one-handed or two-handed technique.  Test your skill Sunday at 4 PM.  
Winner holds the trophy for a year.  This event is the third leg of the Cowboy's and Hippie's Triple Crown
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235 Illuminating Ananas PPAP Happy Hour Friday & Sunday 1600 — 1800

I got a pen, I got pineapple.....Come to Illuminating Ananas, where we will be hosting PPAP Happy Hour! Sip on our Pineapple Cocktails and go 
head-to-head with a stranger in an art competition.

518 Christmas Town!!! Christmas Burgers and Reindeer Dogs!!! Sunday 1600 — 1800

Beef Burgers and Hot Dogs with all the fixings at Christmas Town!!! Vegetarian and GF options available. Come and eat before the effigy!!

111 FaceLazers Witnessing Circles Sunday 1600 — 1700

A simple practice of using expression, music, and reflection to witness and be witnessed in your full self.  When was the last time someone saw 
you?  — Or cared enough to try?  
Has anyone looked past your guards — Or held you as you cried?  
How often do you feel you matter? — Safe to show your heart?  
Free to tell your truth, be "too much", or fall apart?  
Have you ever felt true love with strangers you just met?  
And what if we can all be here with nowhere else to get?  
You think that you aren't perfect. — I plan to prove you wrong.  
Come sit with us just as you are — In being, you belong.

201 Wonderlounge TAROTble Readings with Turkey Leg Saturday — Sunday 1600 — 1800

Step right up for a tarot tip-off with Turkey Leg, where cards cut deep with truths and snark, making mysteries less murky and more spark.

113 Embody Oddy Oddy Embodied Spa Offerings Sunday 1600 — 1900

Nail painting and hair washing, but extra embodied. Freshen up inside and out with Embody Oddy Oddy as we get ready to burn. 

516 Punk in Drublic Mad Hatters Mushroom Tea Party Sunday 1600 — 1800

🎩✨  Dive into Wonderland with our "Mad Hatter Mushroom Tea Party" featuring magical treats and whimsical fun! 🍄🫖   🎩✨  Join us Sunday 
at 4:20PM for some whimsical adventure at our "Mad Hatter Mushroom Tea Party"! Immerse yourself in a Wonderland-inspired setting, where 
you'll sip on enchanting teas with a hint of magic and enjoy delightful pastries. Experience an afternoon filled with curious surprises, quirky 

activities, and a touch of Wonderland magic. Don't miss out on this unforgettable and extraordinary tea party! 🍄🫖🍰
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111 FaceLazers World Naked Bike Ride Demonstration Ride Sunday 1600 — 1700

a joyful jaunt - bare as you dare! To cap the public planning meeting for Austin's World Naked Bike Ride, we will go on a collective cruise across 
the lands, doing one full figure-8 loop though the Pecan Playa.  Meeting near the road out front of FaceLazers - to depart soon after 4pm, so try to 
be close to on time.  As nude as you choose - bring water / stay hydrated.

510
Upside Down Pineapple 

Camp
SUNSET HAPPY HOUR Friday — Sunday 1700 — 1900

We play well with others!  Swing on in and join us for drinks, food, and tunes as the sun sets! It's late in the afternoon, and you are wandering 
around Pyropolis, looking for something to do.  The river is too high.  Or maybe too low.  No one else is out and about.  Perhaps you just woke 
from a nap.  Perhaps you haven't slept at all!  Come and join our sunset party, and see the world from a different angle!  Our bar will be open (with 
non-alcoholic selections available as well), and light hors d'oeuvres will be served while we chill and anticipate the evening.  Enjoy the 
camaraderie of the Upside Down Pineapples and make new friends!

111 FaceLazers Tea and Connection Sunday 1700 — 1800

Gong Fu Cha and Human Beings being. Come sit for an hour of Gong Fu Cha tea and connection to other humans. There may some gently 
moderated authentic relating connection games, or maybe we’ll just have a great free-flowing conversation because tea is basically authentic 
relating in a cup. I started this tradition of doing tea just before the effigy burn when I was at Engulf, and I’m joyfully bringing it to Flipside for the 
first time! Let’s have some sweet connection before we watch it all burn! NOTE: Burner time is a thing, sure, but *this* event will start and end 
firmly on time so you can make it to conclave, perimeter, or whatever other important thing you are doing tonight.

104 Cowboys & Hippies Whiskey Sour Story Telling Hour Friday — Sunday Around 1700 — ?

Wally sets up a table and makes you a Whiskey Sour as you tell him a story of your choice. 
TBD  (around 5 PM)- Wally time.

223 Circle of Fire ATTENTION PERFORMERS!!! Conclave Meeting Sunday 1800 — 1900

Critical meeting for fire performers attending conclave. This is where you can find out how to participate in the pre-effigy burn performance. Meet 
the leads and get full info at this time. Additional safety personnel are needed (with fire experience please). We're looking forward to another 
smooth show this year.
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300 KFLiP
The Annual Reading of “Monty Python and The 

Holy Grail”!!!
Sunday 1800 — 1900

It’s the Christmas Town presents The Annual Reading of “Monty Python and The Holy Grail” at KFLiP!! The event will be on Sunday at 6pm before 

the effigy burn. We will have several scripts to share and some sound effects stuff too 🤗  feel free to bring your kazoos, slide whistles and coconuts 
and read along with us!!

2.7 Kim’s Camp Kimmunity Initiation and Kim Camp Bar Crawl Sunday 1900 — 2100

Tired of being you?  Try being Kim!!  Sign up to join Kim Camp, and that will be the last paperwork you ever do.  Join the Kimmunity.  It's bliss! 
Come join the Kimmunity and help all of us Kims take our rightful place as the one true name.  Kimmunity initiation at 7PM, bar crawl at 7:15PM.

104 Cowboys & Hippies Burn Night Alternative Social Sunday 2030 — 2200

Are you a person who chooses not to attend the burning of the effigy?  Do you stay in camp alone while everyone else is gone?  Cowboy's & 
Hippies would like to invite you to the Burn Night Alternative Social.  We'll have plenty of chairs  to gather around and socialize with others who 
are not interested in watching the effigy burn.  Snacks and drinks provided.  

509 The Graveyard VHS Movies! Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

217 Star Trekkin' Chill Space parody video Friday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Spoofing SciFi, Nothing is Sacred.  Visit our chill space and enjoy parody video.... No sci-fi is sacred. 

514 Jammie Camp Fire Circle Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Fire Circle for all levels of performer.  All are welcome to join- if you intend on burning, you need to plan on being safety for another performer. 
The "Flowies" component of our "flowies and chillies" Check in with a host to see how you can join in!

223 Circle of Fire Fire Jam @Circle of Fire Thursday — Sunday 2030 — ?

Let's play with fire! Nightly fire jam.
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518 The Morning Buzz Cosmic Visual Composer Friday — Sunday 2100 — 2200

Create the universe with your hands. Visual movements of the planets with hands!

608 Fire Garden Fire Garden Friday — Sunday 2200 — 2300

Join us past the Fire Garden to Magical Boosh Art! Fire Garden is a flame art camp located on the effigy field where dazzling fire shows will be 
performed at 10 pm, Friday, Saturday, and pre/post burn Sunday night. Look for on-site signs for scheduling changes.  Fire Garden is an attempt to 
create an amazing collection of fire art in one place to help folks find and see it, as well as for providing co-op support for fire artists. 
Camp lead is Tim Deagan, author of Make:Fire, The Art and Science of Working with Propane, the only book published on building booshes, 
poofers, and other fire devices.  He teaches free workshops and classes on propane art, hoping to inspire and enable new artists to try out this 
awesome hobby.  Fire Garden hopes to entice folks to ask ‘Can I do this?’, and discovering that they can!

116 Yayborhood Slayborhood Last Dance Sunday 2200 — ?

I need you by me, Beside me to guide me, To hold me, To scold me, 'Cause when I'm bad, I'm so, so bad 
So, let's dance the last dance, Let's dance the last dance, Let's dance this last dance tonight. Last dance, Last chance for love

516 Punk in Drublic PiD Black Party Sunday 2200 — 200

Join us after the burn for a fetish/industrial party. Play and dance party. Fetish wear highly encouraged. Ft. Industrial music and a special St. 
Andrews cross. CONSENT IS KEY. Come dance the night away with us. 

600 The Love Shack Flaming Karaoke Sunday 2300 — ?

Grab the mic and let's get the party going! This ain’t just any karaoke! Sing your heart out with Blueberry at Flaming Karaoke while indulging in the 
spectacular offerings of the Love Shack. Relax on the couch, grind on the dance floor, or listen from the comfort of our next-level massage tent. 
During peak crowd hours, songs that keep the energy level high will be given priority. Start and end times are approximate.

602 Cosmic Creatures Bootypalooza Twerk-Off Olympics & Dance Party Sunday 2359 — ?

Come to the TWERKIN' finals! Show us what ya' workin with as you shake your luscious bum to the ass rockin' beats of DJ Bass Chef. Live your 
dreams and be crowned the Flipside Queen of Cake, The Czar of Cheeks, the Ambassador of Booty! Compete as an individual or a team and claim 
your reward! Co-hosted by Dr. Jiggles and MC Sunny Sunshine. Join us for a badonk-a-donk rockin' dance party after! (‿|‿) BUTTS (‿ˠ‿) 
CHEEKS (‿ꜟ‿) BUNS (_|_) 
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236 The Trailer Park Bois Foreclosure Sale Monday All the Time!

Everything MUST go! Come find your last minute treasures from the trailer park! Rents due, our scratchers didn’t hit, and they are kicking us out.

104 Cowboys & Hippies Get Tea-Bagged! By: The Punnery Thursday — Monday All the Time!

Steeped in humor, come get teased! I'll have an assortment of teas to choose from, including caffeine-free, with hot water, honey, and various sugars 
at Wally's Cowboys and Hippies. 

236 The Trailer Park Bois Shania Twain Power Hour Thursday — Monday All the Time!

ANY hour can be a Shania Twain Power Hour with the Trailer Park Bois. Come over and request your favorite 90s country hit! Want to hear Shania at 
3am Saturday morning? 1pm on Friday? Sunday at 7:34pm? Me too!!!

239
Squeak Squeak 

Squeakin' 
Squeak Thursday — Monday All the Time!

Barely squeaked by?  —  Need to squeak it out?  —  Follow the squeaks and enter an immersive world of sound.  —  Squeaks to go available upon 
request
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